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Abstract 
The following thesis is an analysis of the self-narratives of the parties in the Swedish Riksdag 
and how these are used to construct the identities of the parties. For this purpose, we studied 
narrative theory and theories about identity in order to build a framework which would allow us 
to investigate the narratives of these parties. To identify the core narratives of the parties, we 
chose to focus on their respective party programs. Based on the results of our quantitative 
investigation, we chose four parties (Socialdemokraterna, Liberalerna, Miljöpartiet, and 
Sverigedemokraterna) to study in a more in-depth manner. Having selected these four parties, we 
utilized theories about narrative and identity in order to identify the constituent parts of the 
various parties' narratives contained in their party programs. The parties were found to adhere to 
our theoretical assumptions about how parties ought to construct narratives, albeit in different 
ways from party to party.  
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1. Introduction 
How do political parties tell their own stories to the public? How integral are their pasts to the 
identity a political party presents to potential voters, and how are the pasts of the parties 
represented to legitimize political ideology in the present? In a time of political turmoil and 
increasing uncertainty, the lessons of the past may seem as relevant as ever, but differing 
viewpoints on what the past actually meant will inevitably lead to differing conclusions about 
what ought to be done in the present. Political parties being the bedrock of the modern 
democratic state, an understanding of how various political parties build their identity and is of 
great importance for contemporary political science. 

This paper is interested in both what political parties say and in the manner they do it; both the 
narrative being created and the manner in which the past of political parties is represented in the 
present by the parties themselves. We seek to investigate the way the parties of the Swedish 
Riksdag describe their own past in the present, as well as to investigate whether the way the 
different parties of the Riksdag make use of the past to create their respective identities in the 
present are different from one another or not. 

The choice of Sweden as the case for our study is partially due to familiarity, both of the authors 
being native Swedes, and partially because the recent history of conflict regarding descriptions of 
the past of Swedish political parties, such as the 2011 conflict regarding the Moderate party’s 
claim of always having been in support of equal voting rights and against Apartheid (Dagens 
Nyheter 2011), the Liberal People's Party dropping the "People's" from their name (Folkpartiet 
2016), or the Sweden Democrats’ internal re-identification from a neo-nazi party to a nationalist-
conservative far-right party (Sunnemark 2014). Perhaps the most interesting example, however, 
is the change in narrative regarding the Swedish welfare state by the Moderates in the mid-
2000’s: from having been opposed to taxation and the welfare state, the Moderates changed 
approach and started arguing that they, not the Social Democrats, were the true heirs of the 
Swedish welfare state, and that they alone had the qualities required to bring the welfare state 
into the 21st century (Sunnemark 2014). 

In order to identify how political parties tell their own stories to the public, we will rely on the 
concepts of ideology, norms, and narratives. We will argue that the various political parties 
under scrutiny use these concepts, knowingly or otherwise, as tools in order to construct their 
respective identities and attract voters. Buckler and Dolowitz (2012: 4) argue that political 
parties build their identities by using ideology to contrast themselves to other political parties, 
and that the creation of identity of political parties is thus a relational process vis-à-vis other 
political parties and their identity. The process of creating a party identity is thus, we would 
argue, dichotomous in nature in that it is based on the creation of a difference between the party, 
“us”, and those not in the party, “them”, an argument that Towns (2010: 32) agrees with. 

From the perspective of political science, apart from the fact that political parties by definition 
are political in nature (hence the name), the political parties are fundamental actors in a modern 
liberal democracy. Understanding how such actors continuously create and recreate their 
identities and form their understanding of the world in the process is thus of fundamental 
importance for the study of politics in a modern context. Most studies of political storytelling and 
narratives have so far largely ignored this process of rejuvenation in political parties; this seems 
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odd, considering the integral role of political parties in democracies. Without even knowing in 
what manner political parties are creating their own identities, obtaining an understanding of the 
system in which said parties act is not achievable. As such, we hope to contribute to the field of 
political science through investigating the manner in which political parties represent themselves 
(re-present, i.e. present themselves anew) when defining themselves. 

The following thesis begins with a review of previous research in the field of political narratives, 
followed by a theory chapter focussing on the concepts of identity, norms, and narratives. These 
three concepts form the foundation of our theoretical approach, and are as such given a sub-
chapter each in the theory chapter. Following the theory chapter is a brief chapter summarizing 
our aim and research questions. This is, in turn, followed by our methods chapter, where we 
outline our criteria for data collection and data analysis. Having thus established a framework for 
our investigation, we then present the results in our results chapter. 
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2. Literature review 
Neither research into the field of narratives nor research about the identity and ideology of 
political parties are hard to find. Studies investigating the use of narratives within political 
parties and their role for the parties' identities, however, is a much more limited field; not many 
studies on the subject exist. 

The field of organizational narratives is not an unexplored one. In the studies we have found, we 
have identified three major themes: individuals in organizations utilizing narratives, academic 
creation of theory in the field, and narratives in political parties. Studies about narratives as a 
means of control in private enterprises include Kopp et al. (2011), which deals with individual 
people in private enterprises using storytelling and narratives about the past in order to overcome 
hardships and crises in the present, Burnett, Peterson and Smith (2014), which deals with 
narratives on an organizational level in police and how this shapes the work of police officers, 
Keyton and Smith (2001), which deals with an individual using storytelling and narratives to 
influence and, to a certain extent, control the organization she works in, and Maclean et. al. 
(2014), who deal with the organizational narratives in the company Procter & Gamble and how 
the values of the company's past are handed down from one generation of employees to the next 
through the use of narratives, as well as many more. Similarly, there is plenty of research on 
narratives as a way to control policies. Jones and McBeth (2010) seek to establish what they call 
a “Narrative Policy Framework” (NPF) in the field of policy narratives in order to empirically 
study narratives in said field. Jones and Radaelli (2012) continue to build on the work of Jones 
and McBeth (2010) and develop the NPF (see above) further. McBeth et. al. (2012), meanwhile, 
apply the NPF on internet campaigns, investigating the narrative components of the interest 
group Buffalo Fields’ YouTube videos. Lastly, Shanahan, Jones and McBeth (2011) investigate 
the NPF’s potential applications for the purposes of the Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF). 
None of these investigations have dealt with political parties as entities, nor have the ACF or 
NPF been applied in any great extent to political parties. There is thus a gap in the research in 
this area. 

That is not to say, however, that narratives in parties have not been investigated, for they have 
indeed. For example, the political narratives being used by the government parties in Namibia 
and South Africa have both been examined; Namibia by Zuern (2012) and South Africa by 
Makhunga (2014). These two cases are very similar to one another in that they both deal with a 
political party that has become so intimately associated with power and government that the 
historical narrative of the respective party and the historical narrative of the respective state is 
starting to blur into one. The two texts deal with the response from opposing political forces to 
this blurring and alleges that the ruling parties are consciously trying to synonymize themselves 
with the state in order to remain in power. On a similar note, Dionisopoulos (2009) investigates 
the so-called "Swift-Boat affair" during the lead-up to the US presidential election of 2004 and 
how one political party's political narrative and the opposing side's counter-narrative played an 
important role in the presidential campaign of John Kerry. Oppelland (2012) studies the case of 
the left-wing party Die Linke in Germany and how they have used storytelling in the form of the 
yearly manifestation at the graves of socialist figureheads Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht 
to maintain a coherent identity throughout history, despite internal turmoil such as the division of 
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Germany, the fall of the Berlin wall and the merger of the West-German communist party 
WASG with the East-German PDS. Further, he also discusses the topic of de-Stalinization, and 
how the PDS in particular created a narrative where everything that was bad about the GDR 
became "Stalinism" and thus much easier to reject when it was clear that the GDR:s version of 
socialism had failed. Where these studies leave a gap is in the relevance of narratives to identity. 
The studies do not use narrative theory, and are not (Oppelland excepted) about the respective 
parties' references to their own past, but rather about the parties' relationships to history in 
general. While the Oppelland (2012) study does deals with the past of Die Linke, it is a case-
study of a single event and its relevance to the narrative and identity of Die Linke, not an 
overview of Die Linke's political narrative in a larger sense. 

Studies about general change in the ideology of political parties are also easy to come by; 
Kennedy (2005) is a case study about the Italian Communist Party and their change from 
communist ideology to a more moderate left-wing ideology. Jobson and Wickham-Jones (2010) 
examines the leadership change of the British Labour Party in 2010, arguing that the process of 
finding a successor to Gordon Brown was very much shaped by nostalgia and narratives about 
the past. Buckler and Dolowitz (2009) and Buckler and Dolowitz (2012) investigate, 
respectively, the re-identification processes of the British Labour Party and the British 
Conservative Party in the late 2000s, as well as the role of the past in the re-imagination of a 
political party's identity in the present. These studies, however, do not deal with the process of 
self-identification through narratives that we are interested in, but rather with a broader change in 
the parties being investigated 

While all these papers are interesting and good in their own right, they reveal a gap: vanishingly 
little has been written on the subject of political historical narratives with regards to Swedish 
political parties: the Manifesto Project, a continuation of earlier databases such as the 
Comparative Manifestos Project and the Manifesto Research Group, has an extensive database of 
the political ideology of political parties in Europe, but does not deal with narratives or 
storytelling, sticking to more "traditional" issues like left-right split, liberal-conservative 
contrasts and the like. Bucken-Knapp, Hinnfors and Spehar (2011), meanwhile, have dealt with a 
paradox in the Swedish Social Democrats and their historical immigration policies. Finally, 
Sunnemark (2014) hits closest to the aims of this thesis when he investigates the narrative use of 
the concept of “Folkhemmet” (“the People’s Home”) (Sunnemark 2014: 2). There have, 
however, been no studies of how the parties in the Riksdag in general create their identities in 
relation to their versions of the past. We aim to at least somewhat fill this gap. 
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 3. Theory 
In this chapter, we aim to define the concepts we will be using for our analysis part, as well as 
their relevance to our analysis.  The first part of our theory chapter concerns the use of social 
memory, the collective understanding of what happened in the past, and its relevancy to 
narratives of the past. Following that, we examine the concept of identity in general and how the 
concepts of norms and identity are intimately connected to one another. Having established that 
norms and identities are indeed mutually dependent on each other, we examine the role of norms 
and identities for political parties. From there, we move on to the role of ideology in shaping the 
identities (and, as an extension, norms) of political parties and argue for the importance of 
historical continuity in political parties. 

Having thus defined identity, argued for its importance for political parties and having linked the 
concept of ideology to the concept of identity (and, by extension, norms), we proceed to examine 
narrative theory and the constituent parts of a narrative, as well as what makes a narrative a 
narrative and not a collection of unrelated anecdotes. 

3.1 Narratives and Social Memory 
Starting off, for the purposes of understanding the constraints of narratives and how they can be 
used, we present the concept of social memory. Bernd Steinbock defines social memory as "[...] 
the collective historical consciousness of a community" (Steinbock 2013: 2). More precisely, 
social memory is the collective communal experience of a community of historical events, not 
necessarily entirely accurate to what actually happened (Steinbock 2013: 2-3). Further, 
communication about the subject between members of society is required; the thing being 
remembered has to be discussed. It is not enough that people individually recall an event in the 
past, there must also be intersubjective agreement between individuals in the collective that this 
event means something particular. 

The concept ties together with the idea of ideology in that the way people remember the past of a 
political party is central to maintaining legitimacy in the present (more on this in the ideology 
sub-chapter below). As will be established below, the norms and identities of the past shape the 
norms and identities of the present. How society at large perceives and re-creates the past thus 
becomes absolutely imperative for the understanding of how party identities are created. Having 
thus established the importance of public perception of the past, it follows naturally that political 
parties would want to influence this social memory in order to create a more advantageous 
identity for themselves or, rather, to make sure that public perception of the party’s identity align 
with the party’s self-identity. 

Further, the memories of the past very much affect the ideologies (understood as “[...] a mental 
framework which aids us in making sense of the world” (Steinbock 2013: 13)) of individuals in 
the present. Assuming that such a collective consciousness exists, political parties have to not 
only relate to what objectively happened (if such a thing can even be established), but to what 
people collectively “remember” happened, i.e. the prevailing narrative of the event in the general 
populace. Even if one of the party’s actions in the past was objectively great (again, disregarding 
whether something can truly be objectively good) that will not matter if the people being 
appealed to do not accept that narrative as true. As an example, if a party saved a puppy from 
drowning but society believes that the party actually threw the puppy into a lake to drown, the 
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actual facts involved will not matter; the party will be seen as puppy-drowners regardless (we are 
assuming that drowning puppies is seen as breaking prevailing norms on animal welfare). 
Further, Steinbock argues that the very act of remembering something from the past changes the 
event to fit into personal narratives and to create a sense of continuity (Steinbock 2013: 11). 
Assuming this is correct, the way parties as collectives remember the past will in part be shaped 
by how the parties want to remember the past. The past and the present, then, are mutually 
constitutive, as they both shape the other. Shaping the past through a narrative is thus a 
roundabout way of shaping the present. The past, then, becomes a resource to be used for the 
creation of identity and ideology in the present. 

3.2 Identity 
The identity of a political party is intimately tied to the past. The political platforms of today are 
built on the experiences of the political platforms of the past. Buckler and Dolowitz argue that 
the entire reason for a political party's existence is essentially tied to its ideological roots and its 
history (Buckler and Dolowitz 2009: 13). They go on to make the case that certain prerequisites 
have to be met in order for a political party to achieve major changes to its identity, one of which 
is that there must be a sense of continuity with the party's past (Buckler and Dolowitz 2009: 15). 
How, then, does the past shape the present, and does the present shape the past? In what manner 
can the ideological and political past of a party be utilized by that same party to garner support in 
the present? To answer these questions, one must first define just what constitutes a party’s 
identity in the present. 

As we have consumed constructivism as a theory for the purposes of this investigation, we are of 
the opinion that identity, rather than being something inherent, is something that is continuously 
created and re-created. Towns (2012: 43) defines an identity as "the social meanings and 
practices through which an actor becomes distinctively recognizable or known as such" (ibid.), a 
definition which we wholeheartedly agree with. She goes on to argue that the concept of identity 
and the concept of norms are "mutually constitutive" (ibid.) vis-à-vis one another. As such, the 
concept of identity is inevitably bound to the concept of norms. What, then, is a norm? 

The role of norms is to "communicate the relation between behaviour and being (identity)" 
(Towns 2012: 43.). That is, norms are the intersubjective understandings of society of how a 
certain actor ought to act based on its identity. Thus the way one acts can have different 
meanings depending on what identity one is perceived as having; a football hooligan arming 
himself with a baseball bat and attacking strangers in the street is acting in a way that is 
consistent with the general perception of football hooligans as violent people, whereas if the 
King of Sweden did the same it would be in stark contrast with how we have come to expect the 
King to act as head of state. If the King persisted in this behaviour, however, our understanding 
of what being the King ought to mean will probably change, as we would associate the King with 
violence, just as we today view football hooligans in such a light. As such, it is evident that while 
a norm creates our understanding of individual actors (that is, the identity of those actors), the 
identity of the actor also gives meaning to its actions, i.e. creates norms. Towns’ definition of 
norms and identity as "mutually constitutive" (ibid.) thus holds. 

The dichotomous implications of defining identity the way Towns does are of great importance: 
in order to be "distinctively recognizable", an actor has to define what it is not to the same extent 
as what it is. In the case of political parties, this not only means creating an understanding of who 
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they are and why that is so, but also of who they are not, and why. In other words, the way the 
party acts will, through the lens of norms, help constitute its identity, but its identity will also 
somewhat limit what the party can do while remaining historically coherent with itself (the 
importance of retaining historical continuity is discussed in the ideology sub-chapter below) due 
to the fact that the party identity will bind the party to certain norms. 

3.2.1 Identity and the past 
The importance of the past for the identity of an entity in the present cannot be overstated. As 
our example with the hooligan and the King above illustrates, our expectations (i.e. the norms) of 
how actors ought to behave in the present is shaped by our experiences with similar actors in the 
past: we assume that a hooligan will be violent and that the King will be a good role model based 
on basic probability. We are, in other words, using simple inductive reasoning (Halperin and 
Heath 2012: 29). Repeated breaking of these norms will, over time, change the image in the 
public's mind of what being a hooligan or a King means (more on this concept in the sub-chapter 
"social memory" below). The norms of the present and the actions of actors in the present in 
relation to those norms thus helps create the identity of those actors in the future. In a similar 
manner, if we change our opinion on events of the past, the effect of those events on the present 
will change too. For example, the State Institute for Racial Biology in Uppsala created in the 
beginning of the 20th century was, at its time, a legitimate, respected scientific institution created 
through a decision in the Riksdag (Uppsala universitet 2016). Due to later events such as the 
Holocaust, however, the ideas and theories that the Institute represented have become so strongly 
associated with Nazism that most democratic political parties distance themselves from the ideas 
as much as possible. Thus, what once was seen as a strength and sound ideals, as evidenced by 
the fact that the Riksdag itself created the Institute (ibid.) has changed to being an embarrassment 
and something awful, which forces parties that had formed their identities around the ideas 
espoused by the Institute to change as well, or risk being seen as something awful themselves 
due to their association with what had gone from being a norm (considering racial biology as a 
legitimate science) to breaking norms (the same). 

Changing how the past is perceived, then, becomes a viable way of changing one's identity in the 
present. Trying to spin something that is traditionally considered bad into something good in 
order to rehabilitate one's past, trying to lessen the impact of unsavoury events in one's past, and 
trying to paint one's political enemies as breaking against the currently prevailing norms in their 
past are all examples of ways political parties can try to define (or re-define) themselves in the 
present, the same way the political parties take actions in the present to shape their identity in the 
future. The past is simply yesterday's present. 

3.3 Ideology and identity 
The role of ideology in creating the identity (and thus norms) of a political party cannot be 
underestimated. As mentioned in the introduction Buckler and Dolowitz argue that political 
parties use ideology as a means to define themselves in contrast to other political parties in order 
to convince people to vote for them (Buckler and Dolowitz 2012: 4), and that this ideological 
positioning is at the core of modern democratic society (ibid.). The party is thus using ideology 
as a tool in order to become, as Towns put it, "distinctly recognizable" (Towns 2012: 43). How, 
then, does this process work? 
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Buckler and Dolowitz, citing earlier work by Oakeshott (1990), argue that parties are part “rule-
governed” and part “enterprise” associations, defining a rule-governed association as one “[...] 
characterised simply by reference to the commonly acknowledged terms of association 
themselves—the rules that are constitutive of the association, providing its substance and 
identity.” (Buckler and Dolowitz 2012: 4-5) and an enterprise association as “[...] organised and 
defined by reference to an agreed further purpose that the association exists to realise.” (ibid.). A 
rule-governed association, then, obviously considers following rules to be a norm; such an 
association that did not follow rules would be an oxymoron. The rules themselves are, in a sense, 
the identity of the rule-governed association, and its norm that rules should be followed. 
Similarly, an enterprise association implicitly assumes that there is a further purpose to be 
reached. The identity of such an association would thus be the strife to achieve the goal, whereas 
the norm would be that the members actually put effort in and attempt to reach the goal. These 
two basic facts, while obvious, serve as excellent illustrations for how the identities of political 
parties work. A rule-governed association that starts breaking rules, or an enterprise association 
that does not work to further its agreed-upon goal, break norms about how the party ought to be 
acting based on their identity and thus loses legitimacy in the eyes of its members. 

These definitions thus laid down, Buckler and Dolowitz go on to argue that a sense of 
ideological continuity is essential for the rule-governed aspect of a political party to avoid 
breaking down (Buckler and Dolowitz 2012: 5-6). This once again ties in to the concept of 
identity being linked to the concept of norms; acting in a way that is not consistent with the way 
people believe the political party ought to be acting based on the party's history risks creating a 
distortion of the party's identity in the eyes of the public.From an enterprise aspect point-of-view, 
ideology similarly matters because it specifies the common aim that the members of the party are 
to work towards; ideological continuity is thus important in order to create a stability in the 
identity of the party as an enterprise working towards a common goal (Buckler and Dolowitz 
2012: 6). Breaking this continuity thus risks creating a situation where the members of the party 
feel as though the party is no longer following the norm of working towards a common goal, 
which would presumably leave said members disillusioned and angry. Based on these two 
justifications, we would argue that there is, or ought to be, a political party norm that encourages 
maintaining continuity with the party's past in order to retain legitimacy in the present. 

Having thus established the twofold importance of ideological continuity for the existence of a 
political party, the relevance of how this continuity is created to the identity and norms of 
political parties is made clear: without ideological continuity, the party’s legitimacy as both a 
rule-governed and enterprise association will be called into question by its members. If this crisis 
in confidence becomes severe enough, the party risks collapsing and vanishing entirely. If, as 
Buckler and Dolowitz contend, ideology must remain linked to the past in order to retain 
legitimacy among the party members (Buckler and Dolowitz 2012: 5-6) then the manner in 
which ideology is wrought and re-wrought through references to the past in practice becomes 
imperative to the understanding of the very essence of political parties.  
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3.4 Party identity and narratives of the past 
In order to ascertain the relevance of narrative theory for our investigation, we must first 
investigate the concept itself. What is a narrative? How is it used? Riessman (2008) helpfully 
points out that “The term “narrative” carries many meanings and is used in a variety of ways [...] 
I caution readers not to expect a simple clear definition of narrative here that can cover all 
applications [...]” (Riessman 2008: 3-5). The definition of the term “narrative” is thus fluid, and 
varies from scholar to scholar. Riessman argues, however, that the unifying trait in all of these 
definitions is contingency, the linking of events and ideas to consequences (Riessman 2008: 5). 
In other words, all narratives are used to make sense of events and make them fit in a larger 
context. 

In classical Greek rhetoric, the narrative is the second part of a speech, following the 
introduction (Charteris-Black 2014: 16-17). In the narrative, the main arguments of the speech 
dare put forth through presenting the facts of the case being argued (ibid.). The manner in which 
the facts are presented will have impact on how the arguments are received, meaning the orator 
has to lay out the facts in such a way that they support his or her argument as strongly as 
possible. Simplified, the classical narrative is thus the framework being used to try to convince 
one’s audience that one is right. Aristotle’s examination of the Greek tragedy, as referenced by 
Riessman (2008: 4) defines a narrative as creating “a representation of events, experiences, and 
emotions” (Riessman 2008: 4). Further, the narrative is temporally ordered, with a beginning, 
middle, and end (ibid.), with a plot set into motion by characters (ibid.). 

Jones and McBeth (2010), in contrast, argue that a narrative is “a story with a temporal sequence 
of events unfolding in a plot that is populated by dramatic moments, symbols, and archetypal 
characters that culminates in a moral to the story” (Jones and McBeth 2010: 1). Jones, McBeth 
and Shanahan (2014), meanwhile, argue that narratives are “a way of structuring and 
communicating our understanding of the world.” (Jones, McBeth and Shanahan 2014: 5), while 
McBeth et. al. (2012) claims that narrative elements are used in order to formulate a problem and 
frame the speaker’s solution to the problem as a good or reliable one (McBeth et. al. 2012: 5). 
Using these definitions, narratives essentially become stories akin to classical fairy tales, with 
heroes, villains, victims and morals. These actors, whether they be individuals or a group of 
actors (such as "capitalists" in the Marxist tradition or "races" in various racist ideologies), 
become driving forces behind the plot. 

The relevance of historical narratives to the creation of the identity of a political party in the 
present hinges on the fact that narratives are intentional, or intentionally created. That is, they 
don’t create themselves, but, rather, are created for a purpose. Whether a party is trying to refer 
back to heroes of the past to draw a comparison to themselves in the present, or trying to link 
political opponents to yesterday’s atrocities, a narrative is a tool, a mean to an end. Through the 
use of historical narratives, political parties consciously shape their identities in the present in 
order to convince its audience (i.e. the general population) that they [the party] are right in 
whatever argument being made. 

When referencing the past, then, a speaker (in our case the political parties of the Riksdag) will 
have to represent the events of the past in such a way that they support the speaker’s arguments 
and convinces the audience that he or she is right. As an example of such renewal, Sunnemark 
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(2014) deals with how three Swedish political parties (the Social Democrats, the Moderates, and 
the Sweden Democrats) relate to the concept of “Folkhemmet” (“the People’s Home”) and how 
the past is presented in such a way by each party that they can claim that they are the true scions 
of the concept. From having been opposed to the idea of a welfare state, the Moderates changed 
tactics and subsumed Folkhemmet as their own concept (ibid.). In other words, the Moderates 
changed their narrative of the past in order to conform to a norm, namely the norm of 
Folkhemmet as something good to be protected and defended, that is present in Swedish politics. 
Similarly, they painted themselves as the heroes in the story, being the only valid option to 
safeguard the future of Folkhemmet. 

As implied by the above, there are many different ways of building a narrative. Mclean et. al. 
(2014), citing Marx, points out the importance of re-enactment, or a process with the purpose to 
“enact a new historic scene” (Mclean et. al. 2014: 3) using “borrowed language” (ibid.). McBeth 
et. al. (2012), meanwhile, argue that narratives are constituted by characters (villains, heroes, 
victims etc.), structural elements (a defined plot, different types of stories, and different 
arguments about causal mechanisms) and solutions to the perceived problem (McBeth et. al 
2012: 5), giving the process a much more organized essence. As mentioned above, for the 
purposes of this thesis we will argue that a narrative is a story, more specifically a constructed 
story, with actors who are attributed various values; the party telling the story will tell the story 
in such a way that it paints the party as either the hero or victim, and the party's political 
opponents as villains. We would also argue that the prevailing morals (that is, the norms) of the 
present will affect how actions in the past is represented. For instance, if the norm in the present 
is that men and women should have the same right to vote, actions in the party's past will be 
presented by the party in such a manner as to emphasize the contributions to equal suffrage that 
the party made (c.f. the controversy over the Moderates' claims regarding Apartheid and univesal 
suffrage in 2011 (Dagens Nyheter 2011)). 

3.5 Analytical framework 
Based on the above theoretical discussion, we would argue that the following relations between 
our different concepts are the most important for our research questions: 

1. Identity, norms and ideology. As outlined above, ideology is important for the creation of 
a distinct identity, both through directly shaping identity and through indirectly shaping 
identity through the creation of norms. The twofold importance of historical continuity 
for party ideology thus becomes of great importance to the creation of identity as well. 
 

2. Identity and narratives. The manner in which a political party paints its own role in 
history will both influence and be influenced by its identity. We posit that a political 
party will construct the narrative of its past to adhere to its identity and norms in the 
present. 

It is these two relationships, then, that we seek to investigate in our analysis. 
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3.6 Specified aim and research questions 
Based on the theory chapter above, we seek to investigate how (that is, in what manner) the 
political parties of the Swedish Riksdag utilize the concepts of narrative theory when creating 
their identities through historical narratives. 
1. How often do the political parties refer to history in general, and how often do the various 
political parties reference their own past? 

2. How are the various parts of a narrative represented in the party programs? That is, what is the 
plot, who are portrayed as the heroes, villains and victims, and what is the moral of the story? 
The below model illustrates the various sub-questions regarding plot, actors, norms, and identity 
that together make up this question. 

  Questions 

Plot and actors - What is the plot?  

-Who are the actors in the narrative? Who, if 
anyone, is described as a hero, villain, or 
victim? 

Norm  Which norm in the present do the narrative 
refer to and how? What is the moral of the 
story? 

Identity How does the narrative connect the identity of 
the party to norms? 

3. Based on the results of question 2, what are the similarities and differences between the 
parties being analysed? 
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4. Method 
For the first question, we will analyse the narratives of the eight political parties in the Swedish 
Riksdag. Using this data we will then select four parties that are of statistical interest and analyse 
their party programs in a more in-depth manner to discover what the various elements of their 
narratives look like. Based on the result of question 1, we chose to study Socialdemokraterna, 
Miljöpartiet, Liberalerna, and Sverigedemokraterna; Socialdemokraterna due to their high 
number of references to history in general, Liberalerna due to having the highest frequency of 
self-references with respect to general references, and Miljöpartiet and Sverigedemokraterna due 
to having the lowest and second-lowest, respectively, frequency of self-references with respect to 
general references. Further, as Socialdemokraterna and Miljöpartiet are left-wing parties while 
Liberalerna and Sverigedemokraterna are right-wing parties, we also have a 50/50 split between 
left- and right-wing parties, allowing us to make a more scholarly relevant comparison for the 
purposes of question number three. Finally, we have one young and one old party each on the 
left-right spectrum: Socialdemokraterna is an old left-wing party while Miljöpartiet is a relatively 
young one, while on the right Liberalerna is an old party and Sverigedemokraterna is a relatively 
young one. 

4.1 Research design 
The choice of studying Sweden as a case is, as mentioned in the introduction, partially a choice 
of convenience and partially a choice of interest: as both the authors of this thesis are native 
Swedes, the political system in Sweden is more familiar to us than the political system of another 
country would be. At the same time, recent political events, such as the Liberal Party's change of 
name from the Liberal People's Party to simply the Liberal Party (Folkpartiet 2016), the 
Moderates’ change of focus from wanting to dismantle the welfare state to claiming to be its only 
legitimate defenders (Sunnemark 2014) serve to illustrate the relevance of historical narratives 
for political parties. 

Motivating why a study of political parties is of interest to political science is almost redundant; 
political parties are in the centre of democratic society. A more interesting question would be 
where to draw the line between various political parties. The choice of limiting ourselves to 
political parties in the Riksdag is, as mentioned above, based on the fact that their representatives 
wield the ultimate national power in Sweden as the legislative part of Swedish government, 
whereas smaller political parties wield considerably less influence on national affairs in Sweden. 
Further, the choice to study all eight parties in the Swedish Riksdag was made because it allows 
for more valid generalizations; if we chose to simply study one left-wing party and one right-
wing party, for instance, the results would only be applicable to those two parties, whereas by 
studying all eight parties we can make generalizations about the various political camps in 
Sweden as a whole. 

Understanding how these political actors create their own identity is thus of utmost importance in 
order to be able to understand politics in Sweden. On a more abstract level, the historical 
narrative of political parties in general is a relatively neglected area of study; as mentioned in our 
literature review some international research exists, but the gap in the field is closer to a chasm 
than a hole. While the findings of our analysis are going to be difficult to generalize, political 
parties being rather different beasts from each other at times, the analytical framework ought to 
be applicable to political parties in other nations than Sweden. 
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In our results chapter, we will refer to the eight Swedish political parties using abbreviations: (S) 
for Socialdemokraterna, (Mp) for Miljöpartiet, (V) for Vänsterpartiet, (M) for Moderaterna, (L) 
for Liberalerna (who recently changed name from Folkpartiet Liberalerna to just Liberalerna), 
(C) for Centerpartiet, (Kd) for Kristdemokraterna and, finally, (SD) for Sverigedemokraterna. 

4.2 Data selection 
We have chosen to limit our investigation to the most recent party programs and manifestos of 
the eight parties in the Swedish Riksdag. Older party programs and manifestos, while interesting 
from a historical point-of-view, are irrelevant as sources for what the respective parties say about 
themselves in the present. The older party programs and manifestos are, however, still useful as 
documents illustrating what the parties wanted to say about themselves in the past, and are part 
of the historical narrative of the present. We've chosen to limit ourselves to the eight parties 
currently represented in the Riksdag as we are interested in parties with national power in 
Sweden; local parties or political parties that are too small to obtain representation in the Riksdag 
are, in our opinion, too insignificant to matter in our analysis. Further, we have chosen to focus 
solely on the political programs and manifestos of the parties, as opposed to including speeches 
by party leaders and other high-ranking members, parliamentary debates and similar because the 
party programs and manifestos are indicators of the intersubjectivity in the political parties; 
speeches are inherently based on the understanding of the one who is making them, whereas the 
political manifestos and programs are agreed upon by the members of the parties as a collective 
and, we argue, thus better reflects the views of the party as a collective. For this reason, the 
option of conducting interviews with party representatives is also not an option; though certainly 
interesting, the party representative would answer questions based on his or her understanding of 
events and concepts, and would not be an accurate descriptor of the party as a collective. 

One major issue that could potentially affect internal validity is the fact that the party programs 
we have chosen to focus on are of different length; while the programss of seven of the eight 
parties are between 20 and 50 pages in length, the Christian Democrats' (Kristdemokraterna) is 
over 150 pages in length. By investigating the ratio of self-references to the total number of 
pages, we hope to compensate for this discrepancy and increase validity. 

4.3 Methods of analysis 
Our investigation will be both quantitative and qualitative. In our first line of inquiry we will use 
quantitative methods to investigate the frequency with which the eight parties of the Riksdag 
refer to their own past. For the second line of inquiry, we will use the data obtained from this 
first quantitative inquiry and perform a qualitative study of four of the parties, chosen due to 
various statistical points of interest (more on this below). Part of this qualitative analysis will be 
of a comparative nature, as we will compare the results of the four parties chosen. 

As our investigation deals with texts and writings, the fact that content analysis became our 
method of choice is hardly surprising, as the method's entire raison d'être is, as Halperin and 
Heath (2012,: 318) put it, "[...] the systematic analysis of textual information". Assuming that 
content analysis is out of the question, another option would be to create a discourse analysis and 
investigate how the political parties shape the creating of knowledge in society using their 
narratives. Social memory as a concept would not be difficult at all to include in such an 
approach; if one assumes that political parties as representatives of the ultimate legislative power 
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in a state have a strong, if not quite hegemonistic, position, the ability of political parties to 
influence what is accepted as social memory and what is not ought to be strong indeed. We chose 
not to use such an approach because discourse analysis focusses on the context in which the 
discourse is created. We are not interested in why political parties say what they do, or the 
normative aspect of what parties say using narratives, only in the purely nominal. As such, 
discourse theory, while certainly usable, seemed to present more problems than opportunities. 

Another, more divergent option would be to make a different kind of comparative analysis, 
comparing the party programs of the present with those of the past to see how party narratives 
have changed over time. We chose not to use this approach partially because we feared it would 
take more time and resources than we as students have available, and partially because we are 
more interested in the narratives of the present than with a comparison with the past. Similarly, 
one could choose to make a comparative study comparing the parties with each other in the 
present to investigate, for example, whether there are differences between left-wing and right-
wing parties. We've, again, chosen not to do so as we are more interested in each party's 
statements on their own than in comparing them to each other. Some comparison is, of course, 
inevitable, but the main focus of the study is on the construction process of the individual parties 
in question. 

Research question one is quantitative in that it measures frequency, while the remaining two 
questions are qualitative. We have decided on using a closed coding approach, as the theoretical 
definitions of the various concepts we will use are clear enough to allow us to simply "count 
words" without having to compare them to each other, and as we have argued earlier the fact that 
this approach is quantitative in nature is countered by the fact that textual analysis is inherently 
qualitative. As evidenced by our operalisation framework, made up of the three questions in the 
theory chapter above, our method of inquiry will be primarily qualitative in nature; while one of 
our question concern frequency and thus could be argued to be quantitative in nature, we, like 
Halperin and Heath (2012: 319), would argue that text analysis is inherently qualitative. Further, 
the concept of social memory by definition is all about context and preunderstanding, and as 
such is going to demand an analysis of latent content by its very nature. Having said that, 
question one is, due to investigating frequency, still partially quantitative by definition as well. 

When investigating the first question, we will count the number of times that the various parties 
refer to history in general, as well as how often they refer to their own histories. We count each 
sentence that is either explicitly referring to the past or using words such as “reconstruct”, 
“tradition”, “history” and similar that are inherently referencing the past. As such, we count 
every reference to something that has already taken place, no matter how minor, as a reference to 
history. Similarly, we will count references to entities in the past that are not strictly the parties 
themselves, but who are predecessors or somehow related to the parties in the present. For 
example, when (L) refer to "liberals" in the past, we count this as a self-reference, as the party's 
roots is in the liberal movements of the 19th and 20th centuries. In the same vein, when (S) refers 
to "the worker's movement" (Swe. "arbetarrörelsen") or similar concepts we count this as a self-
reference, as the party grew out of the Swedish labour movement of the late 19th century. Any 
time in the text where we refer to "self-references" it is this definition we make use of. 

When investigating the second question, we chose to focus on (S), (Mp), (L), and (Sd), as the 
results from question one indicated that these four parties were of statistical interest in one way 
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or another. Using the sentences identified in question one as a base, we will analyse the narrative 
of the past present in the party programs of these four parties through identifying the plot, moral, 
actors, and norms present in said narratives, as well as the construction of identities based on the 
past of said parties. For the purposes of this investigation, we will define "heroes" as those actors 
(individual, collective or conceptual) that the parties being investigated argue have done good 
things in the past. Similarly, we will define "villains" as those actors who have done bad things 
in the past. Finally, we will define "victims" as those who have been negatively affected by 
events in history according to the various parties. 
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5. Results 
The documents required for our inquiry into the nature of the storytelling of the parties in the 
Swedish Riksdag were not difficult to access at all; all eight parties that we chose to investigate 
provided their respective party programs on their respective web pages. Despite differing 
layouts, headings, length and design the party programs proved similar enough to each other to 
allow us to use our framework to analyse all of them. 

5.1 References to the past 
As mentioned in the methods chapter above, our first research question dealt with the frequency 
of historical references in the eight parties' programs, and with the proportion of these references 
that are self-referential in nature. While some of the results were unsurprising, such as the low 
amount of self-references by (Sd) (which is unsurprising due to their less than savory past, cf. 
Sunnemark 2014) or (V) (which is unsurprising due to their past links to communism), some 
surprising results also materialized, such as the relative silence about their own past from (S), a 
party that governed Sweden for more than three decades uninterrupted. 

Figure 1 below shows the amount of references to the past each party made in their party 
programs, as well as the proportion of these that were referring to the party’s own past. As can be 
seen, there is a considerate spread between the references made by the political parties to the 
past. The frequency of references to history in general (labelled "N" in the below figure and 
henceforth referred to as such) unsurprisingly enough varies between the political parties, as does 
the proportion of these references to history that deals with the respective party's own history 
(labelled "n" and henceforth referred to as such). 

Figure 1 below shows the amount of references to history in general in proportion to the number 
of pages (measured in standard A4 pages) of each party's program. Adjusting the data in this way 
lets us get a clearer picture of how much time the parties spend talking about history in their 
party programs. 

Figure 1: Frequency of references to history adjusted for number of pages (A4) 
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When adjusted for the length of their respective party programs, (V) and (S) have a relatively 
high amount of references to the past, whereas (Kd) in this respect made the lowest amount of 
references to the past. Four of the parties ((Sd), (L), (M), and (Mp)) made on average between 1 
and 1.65 references to the past per page. 

Figure 2 below shows the absolute number of historical references made by the parties, as well 
as the number of these references that were self-referential or in some way dealt with the history 
of the party in question. 

Figure 2: References to the past in Swedish party programs 

In terms of total references, (Kd) stands apart as the only party to reference the past more than 
100 times in their party program. As mentioned above, however, when taking the length of the 
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the Social Democrats, who ruled Sweden uninterrupted for over three decades, have surprisingly 
little to say of their own past, with a self-reference to general reference ratio of ~0.158. 

5.2 Narrative elements in the party programs 
As mentioned above in our Analytical framework chapter (specified aim and research question 
sub-header), we chose to make a more in-depth study of Socialdemokraterna, Miljöpartiet, 
Liberalerna, and Sverigedemokraterna. Again, we chose these four because they are statistically 
relevant: as can be seen above, (S) has the second-highest amount of references to history in 
general, behind (Kd), and the second-highest amount of self-references adjusted for length, 
behind (V). (Mp), meanwhile, have the lowest amount of self-references and (SD) had the 
second-lowest amount of self-references. (L) had the highest frequency of self-references with 
respect to general references but the second-lowest amount of historical references when 
adjusted for length, making them seem very interested in their own story and less so in history in 
general. Finally, as mentioned earlier, (S) and (Mp) represent an old (S) and a young (Mp) left-
wing party, while (L) and (SD) represent an old (L) and a young (SD) right-wing party, 
respectively. 

5.2.1 Liberalerna (L) 
Liberalerna, or the Liberals, use most of the actors and themes in a narrative that we have 
identified in our theory chapter; of note, however, is the complete lack of a villain in the 
narrative unless one considers abstract concepts such as "oppression" or "un-freedom" as 
villains. There is also only one mention of victims in the references to the past. Apart from these 
two oddities, the narrative mostly centres around the importance of the concept of freedom 
(hardly surprising for a party called the Liberals). 

Plot 

The overall plot of the party program is one of continuous, positive change over time. A great 
deal of time is spent describing the improvements made to the lives of people in the past, and 
about how the world has progressively gotten better and better to live in. The following quote 
exemplifies the importance of freedom as having evolved over time for the overall narrative of 
the party.1 

The main focus of the Liberal's plot is the progressive improvement of society. For example, the 
Liberals argue that liberalism in general is a "movement of freedom that has been formed 
progressively in the commitment for the individual" (Folkpartiet 2013: 33)2. Explicitly 
mentioning the progressive process of liberalism's creation, (L) implicitly agrees that the change 
over time that has taken place in the past is good (they would hardly call themselves liberals if 
they did not like liberalism!). They go on to argue that "Liberals can be proud of successes, 
happy that more people now call themselves liberal, but with the mission we have taken upon us 

1 While we consider the quote the best example of this, it is far from the only such example; our full coding of the 
references to the past in the party programs is available in the appendix. 
2 "Liberalismen är en frihetsrörelse som formats successivt i engagemanget för den enskilda individen. Liberaler kan 
vara stolta över framgångar, glada över att fler nu kallar sig liberala, men med det uppdrag vi tagit på oss kan vi 
aldrig slå oss till ro. Vi ska ständigt identifiera, bekämpa och riva hinder för friheten." (Folkpartiet 2013: 33) 
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we can never be at rest" (second sentence above). Here (L) again emphasizes the fact that they 
believe the change in the past towards liberalism is a good thing, but also that they believe that a 
continuation of this process of change is something worth working towards in the future as well. 
Finally, the quote ends with the sentence "We shall always identity, fight and tear down 
obstacles for freedom" (third sentence above), reaffirming the party's commitment to continuing 
the process of liberal change that the party approves of in the past. 

Actors 

As mentioned in the introduction, there is a complete absence of villains in the narrative, and 
almost no victims. The only time the party program mentions any victims is on page 3, where 
they mention people who live in "the forgotten Sweden" having a hard time making their voices 
heard (Folkpartiet 2013: 3). Other than this solitary mention, the rest of the actors in the party 
program are described as heroes. 

Several references to the past are made painting liberalism in general or (L) or one of their 
predecessors specifically as being righteous, fighting for a just cause. The quote used to illustrate 
the main plot above is also making a statement about the Liberals and how they have stood up 
against oppression and for freedom in the past (Folkpartiet 2013: 33). Page 34 of the program 
stands out in particular, as most of the references on the page drives home the point that liberals 
(understood as the predecessors of the Liberal party) were the ones who fought for, among other 
things, public schools, social security systems, free trade, and against gender discrimination 
(Folkpartiet 2013: 34), all things the liberals assume people define as good. In other words, (L) 
are assuming that social memory on these subjects is such that people will approve of (L) for 
having championed them. They are making use of present-day norms and presenting their own 
past as being consistent with these norms. As an example, on page 34 (L) argue3 that universal 
suffrage and parliamentarism were achieved due to the efforts of liberal Prime Minister Nils 
Edén (first sentence), while linking their work in the present where they "[...] work to broaden 
the democracy in the EU and show solidarity with the struggle against dictatorship no matter 
where it is waged" (second sentence). The norms of the present of working for democracy and 
against dictatorship is thus argued to have been present in the party's past during the tenure of 
Prime Minister Edén. 

Page 34 in the program is more or less entirely made up of quotes where the party draws on its 
past to argue that the actions of the party today, according to today's norms, are consistent with 
their actions in the past. Apart from the above quote regarding Prime Minister Edén, the page is 
filled with attempts to legitimize the party's actions in the present by drawing parallels with their 
actions in the past; examples include arguing that liberals were the ones that introduced 
environment as an agenda in the Swedish Riksdag and that (L) today remains committed to the 
environmental cause (Folkpartiet 2013: 34), arguing that liberals created the idea of 
individualism trumping group rights and that (L) today is working against discrimination and 

3 "Det var den liberala statsministern Nils Edén som åstadkom att parlamentarism och allmän och lika rösträtt för 
både kvinnor och män förverkligades i vårt land. I dag arbetar vi för att fördjupa demokratin i EU och visar 
solidaritet med kampen mot diktatur oavsett var den förs." (Folkpartiet 2013: 34) 
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intolerance (ibid.), and that liberals were the ones to champion public schools in Sweden and that 
(L) are championing the cause of public education to this day. 

Apart from describing (L) as heroes, the party program also lists a number of important 
individuals that were important to the liberal cause. These heroes are not important because of 
who they were, but because they championed the cause of liberalism. 

Norms 

There are several norms present in the party program, but the two that stand out the most are the 
freedom and responsibility norms. In light of the plot above, freedom being a central norm of the 
party is hardly surprising. Freedom is assumed to be something good, but is never entirely 
defined in the program; it becomes a nebulous concept that (L) simply wants us to accept as a 
good without explaining why. In essence, they are assuming the presence of a norm or social 
memory about freedom as a good thing. As has been mentioned above in both the plot and the 
actors subheadings, the idea of freedom as something desirable permeates the entire party 
program. As such, the fact that the party never really defines what they mean when they refer to 
"freedom" is rather remarkable. 

The responsibility norm, meanwhile, argues that (L) has a responsibility to act in order to make 
the world a better place. Pages 22 and 24 deal with environmental issues, where the party argues 
that there is a responsibility to take care of Earth for the sake of future generations (Folkpartiet 
2013: 22 and 24). Similarly, the quote used in the plot sub-heading above emphasizes the 
responsibility or moral imperative (L) considers themselves to have in furthering the liberal 
cause and carrying the torch of liberal progressivism forward into the future. Finally, (L) argues 
that the "cultural inheritance" of the past has to be treated with respect and handed down to 
future generations (Folkpartiet 2013: 8), again arguing that we as humans have a shared 
responsibility or imperative to act. 

Helpfully enough, the party program sums up the entire point of the narrative in two sentences: 
"The Sweden which exists today is to a great extent characterized by liberal successes. But the 
work continues.".4 In other words, the past was good and the future is only going to get better. 

Identity 

Based on the above analysis, we draw the conclusion that (L) is a party that is mainly concerned 
with the concept of freedom for individuals. Their plot is overwhelmingly centred around the 
historical progress towards increased individual liberty and their two main norms are centred 
around freedom as a concept; on one hand the norm of freedom as something good, on the other 
hand a strong sense of responsibility to safeguard the historical progress towards freedom. The 
heroes of the party are those who in the past have championed the cause of liberalism, and who 
(L) consider as their predecessors in the liberal movements of the 19th and 20th centuries. 
Assuming that identity is based as much in what one is as in defining what one is not, (L) thus 

4 "Det Sverige som finns i dag är till stor del präglat av liberala framgångar. Men arbetet fortsätter." (Folkpartiet 
2013: 34) 
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contrast themselves towards other parties by claiming the heritage of liberalism. These other 
parties are thus implicitly not liberal or in favour of freedom, in contrast to (L), who are. 

The references to the past on page 34 of the program and the attempt to link party actions in the 
past to the party actions in the present match up with our expectation of the actions of a party 
understood as both a rule-governed and enterprise associations: the present cannot contrast too 
sharply with the past, or the legitimacy of the party will be brought into question. The results of 
our analysis thus match our expectations in this regard. 

5.2.2 The Sweden Democrats (SD) 
The Sweden Democrats use all the concepts we have identified in our theory chapter, although 
the concept of “victim” is only identified once in the text. Of note is that (SD) is the only one of 
the eight parties in the Riksdag that uses images and pictures apart from party logotypes in their 
party program, which is interesting considering the fact that this represents an altogether 
different type of narrative than the one we have chosen to focus on. 

Plot 

The main plot of the Sweden Democrats is one where controlled, slow development of society 
over time is to be preferred to major changes. On page 11 of their party program they lay out the 
historical basis of this idea.5 The first sentence talks about the ideas of conservative thinkers in 
the past, and how the idea of thoughtful progress (”eftertänksamt framåtskridande”) came into 
being, while still agreeing with those on the left of the political spectrum that demanded social 
reforms. (SD) argue that the “old Right’s” (“den gamla högerns") ideas of egoism, contempt of 
class, and lack of empathy with workers (of the same nation) were discarded, along with the 
“naïve view of humanity, radicalism, internationalism, contempt of traditions and lack of respect 
for the law and right to property” of “Marxism”. The fundamental idea is thus that while change 
might be motivated, it must happen in a calm and orderly fashion. 

On page 28, meanwhile, (SD) argue for the importance of this "thoughtful progress" for the 
preservation of local and regional identities.6  The segment deals with the issue of historical local 
and regional identities and how changes to municipal and regional authorities risk disrupting 
these identities. The second sentence illustrates (SD)’s view of the matter: “Among other 
reasons, we consider this [the importance of local and regional identities] reason to be cautious 

5 ”Historiska socialkonservativa tänkare och politiker såsom den brittiska premiärministern Benjamin Disraeli, 
svensken Teodor Holmberg med flera bejakade den gamla konservatismens krav på lag och ordning, eftertänksamt 
framåtskridande och bevarandet av välfungerande gemenskaper såsom familjen och nationen, samtidigt som man 
också erkände att det inom den framväxande arbetarrörelsen fanns berättigade krav på sociala reformer, ökad 
rättvisa och förbättrat omhändertagande av samhällets svaga grupper. Man förkastade den gamla högerns egoism, 
klassförakt och bristande empati med sina arbetande landsmän samtidigt som man också förkastade marxismens 
naiva människosyn, dess radikalism, internationalism, förakt för traditioner och bristande respekt för lagen och 
äganderätten.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 11) 
6 “Att lokala och regionala identiteter med en djup historisk förankring bevaras även i framtiden är av stor betydelse 
för Sverigedemokraterna. Bland annat av denna anledning anser vi att man skall vara försiktig med att bryta upp 
kommun- och landstingsgränser som vilar på naturliga geografiska avgränsningar och en historiskt förankrad 
identitet. En viktig aspekt är också att sammanslagning av kommuner och landsting riskerar också att leda till att 
närheten mellan medborgarna och beslutsfattarna går förlorad.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 28) 
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when breaking down municipality- and county7 borders that rely on natural geographical 
delimitations and an identity with historical basis” (our translation and footnote). The last 
sentence of the segment establishes the importance of subsidiarity, the closeness of political 
decision-makers to their constituency, and how changes in municipal and county borders risk 
undermining this closeness. It is thus clear to us that (SD) prefers slow, gradual change due to a 
fear that too rapid change can bring unwanted, unforeseen consequences. This importance of 
slow, gradual change is the first major plot point of (SD)'s party program. 

As a logical consequence of this belief in the importance of gradual change, several of the 
segments dealing with the past do so in a manner that makes clear that (SD) want to return to 
past ways of doing things. The idea of history “gone bad”, where positive concepts and events of 
the past have been corrupted or destroyed over time, is, along with the idea of careful, gradual 
change, the foundation of (SD)’s historical narrative. On page 34, (SD) deal with the concept of 
Folkhemmet, "the people's home", essentially the modern Swedish welfare state.8 In the first 
sentence, (SD) identifies the concept of Folkhemmet as a fundamentally conservative idea. The 
next sentence formulates (SD)’s ambition to “restore” Folkhemmet, implying that it existed in the 
past but no longer does. The decline of Folkhemmet alluded to in the above segment is thus an 
example of the aforementioned unintended consequences (SD) fear result from too rapid societal 
change. This concept of progress becoming "unhinged" is the second major plot point of (SD)'s 
party program. 

Apart from the importance of thoughtful progress and the idea that some good things in the past 
have been lost and thus need to be recovered, the third major plot point in (SD)’s party program 
is the evolution of the nation-state. They argue that democracy as a concept has evolved under 
the auspices of the nation-state and that the existence of a strong nation-state is imperative to the 
continued existence of democracy. On page 13 in their program they make their case for this 
dependency.9 In the first two sentences, (SD) link their nationalism to democracy, while 
explicitly distancing themselves from every form of nationalism that is not founded in 
democracy (”vilar på demokratisk grund”). The last sentence argues that democracy has evolved 
within a context of free and sovereign (“fria och självständiga”) nations and nation-states and 
that the concept of democracy has helped strengthen unity (“stärka gemenskapen”) and reduce 
conflict (“minska konflikterna”) within the various nations where it exists. 

Actors 

The main heroes in (SD)’s party program are the various individual conservative thinkers of the 
past; from Britain’s Disraeli to the Swedish Teodor Holmberg. As was mentioned in the plot 

7 Counties are the closest analogue to ”Landsting” we could find, no perfect translation exists. 
8 “Sverigedemokraterna betraktar folkhemstanken som en i grunden socialkonservativ idé. Visionen om ett 
återupprättat folkhem, där samhörigheten inte är baserad på klass- utan nationstillhörighet och där alla medborgare 
är garanterade en hög nivå av fysisk, ekonomisk och social trygghet, är också vägledande för Sverigedemokraternas 
politik på välfärdsområdet.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 34) 
9 “Sverigedemokraternas nationalism är demokratisk. Vi tar avstånd ifrån alla former av nationalism som inte vilar 
på demokratisk grund och menar att demokratin och nationalismen kompletterar varandra. Demokratin har vuxit 
fram inom ramen för fria och självständiga nationer och nationalstater och demokratin har i sin tur också bidragit till 
att stärka gemenskapen och minska konflikterna inom nationen.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 13) 
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section of our analysis of (SD), these thinkers are brought forward as champions of the idea of 
thoughtful progress that lies at the centre of (SD)’s narrative. Similarly, the role of the nation-
state in the creation and perpetuation of democracy discussed above clearly cements the 
benevolent nature of the nation-state in (SD)’s view. 

One other hero of note brought up is Christianity, whose role in the shaping of Swedish culture is 
given a large paragraph on page 27.10 The very first sentence of the paragraph establishes that 
(SD) believes that the Swedish state should not be religiously neutral, and indeed that it, in 
(SD)’s opinion, cannot be religiously neutral (“kan och bör inte vara religiöst neutral”). The 
following sentences go on to establish Christianity’s long history in Sweden, pointing out that 
“Sweden has been a Christian country for over a thousand years” and that “few other ideas and 
institutions” (“få andra idéer och institutioner”) have been as important in shaping Swedish 
culture as Christianity. Further, (SD) argue, Christian holidays are part of Swedish society even 
among those who are not religious, and thus form a common heritage to be preserved 
(“Bevarandet av detta kulturarv är således en angelägenhet för alla svenskar”). In light of this 
argument, (SD) argue that the state would have to excise part of the Swedish cultural heritage 
from all government institutions (“fjärma en betydande del av det svenska kulturarvet ifrån de 
offentliga verksamheterna och det offentliga rummet”) in order to be religiously neutral, 
something (SD) is not in favour of (“detta är ingenting som Sverigedemokraterna ser som 
önskvärt”). Christianity is thus seen as highly important to the identity of the Swedish nation. 

The villains in (SD)’s narrative are unsurprisingly mostly actors that are perceived as being in 
opposition to (SD)’s ideal of the nation-state and thoughtful progress, as well as those that (SD) 
do not consider compatible with Christianity. As has already been mentioned in the plot sub-
heading above, the “old right” and Marxism are perceived as flawed ideologies compared to the 
conservatism of (SD), where the “old right” lacks compassion and Marxism is naïve. As an 
example, both the basic tenets of Liberalism and Socialism are presented on page 7, and then 
argued to be flawed and lacking.11 The first paragraph outlines the basic ideas of Liberalism and 

10 ”Den svenska staten kan och bör inte vara religiöst neutral. Sverige har varit ett kristet land i över tusen år. 
Kristendomen är intimt sammanvävd med den svenska kulturen och identiteten. Få andra idéer och institutioner har 
varit lika betydelsefulla för formandet av den svenska kulturen som kristendomen och den svenska kyrkan. Det 
svenska språket, konsten, litteraturen, filosofin, moralen, traditionerna, arkitekturen, musiken m.m. är alla exempel 
på samhällsområden som varit och är starkt färgade av vårt kristna arv. Påverkan har dock också varit ömsesidig. 
Förhållandena, förutsättningarna och kulturen i vårt land har gjort att den svenska kristendomens historia innehåller 
vissa särdrag i jämförelse med andra kristna länder. Många kristna högtider och traditioner är fortfarande en 
självklar del av vår nationella kultur och utgör viktiga inslag även i många icke-troendes liv. Att känna till och förstå 
det svenska kristna kulturarvet är en viktig nyckel till att förstå vårt lands historia, kultur och samtid. Bevarandet av 
detta kulturarv är således en angelägenhet för alla svenskar, troende såväl som icke-troende. För att kunna förhålla 
sig strikt religiöst neutral skulle staten behöva fjärma en betydande del av det svenska kulturarvet ifrån de offentliga 
verksamheterna och det offentliga rummet och detta är ingenting som Sverigedemokraterna ser som önskvärt. 
Kristendomen bör i kraft av sin historia tillåtas att inneha en särställning i förhållande till andra religioner i Sverige.” 
(Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 27) 
11 ”Varje ideologi tar sin utgångspunkt i en teori om den mänskliga naturens beskaffenhet. Liberalismen och 
socialismen är de två ideologier som dominerat och präglat det svenska samhället under de senaste decennierna. 
Båda dessa ideologier betraktar i hög grad människan som en i grunden god och förnuftig varelse, som förutom sin 
medfödda godhet och rationalitet kan liknas vid ett tomt blad eller en konturlös lerklump, och som formas enbart av 
den miljö och den sociala kontext hon möter under livets gång. Med denna utgångspunkt betraktas destruktivitet 
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Socialism and how they both consider humanity essentially ”good” and how humans are argued 
to be born as a ”tabula rasa” (”ett tomt blad eller en konturlös lerklump”). (SD) also argues that 
these two ideologies claim that individuals are exclusively shaped by their environment and 
social context of their lives (“som formas enbart av den miljö och den sociala context hon möter 
under livets gång”). These two ideologies are in the second paragraph argued to be flawed and 
built on erroneous assumptions (“felaktiga antaganden”), without specifying what these 
assumptions are. Regardless, both liberalism and socialism are thus painted as misguided and 
wrong at best. 

Another villain identified in (SD)’s program is Islam as a whole. On page 27 the party program 
establishes12 that Islam, and it’s political and fundamentalist branch in particular (”i synnerhet 
dess starka politiska och fundamentalistiska gren”) has “proven to be the religious belief with the 
most difficulty to co-exist in harmony with the Swedish and Western culture (“den religiösa 
åskådning som visat sig ha svårast att harmoniskt samexistera med den svenska och 
västerländska kulturen”). As such, (SD) argue that the influence of ”islamism” on Swedish 
society should be minimized to the greatest extent possible (”i största nöjliga utsträckning 
motverkas”) and that immigration from Muslim countries with strong fundamentalistic 
influences ought to be very greatly limited (”invandringen från muslimska länder med starka 
inslag av fundamentalism bör vara mycket starkt begränsad”), explicitly using two adverbs 
(“mycket” and “starkt”) both meaning “strongly” or “to a great degree” to emphasize the 
importance of this control of immigration. 

The only victim we identified in (SD)’s party program was the workers of the nation that the 
“old right” was described as lacking empathy for in our previous example. 

Norms 

(SD)’s party program makes use of a great number of norms. Starting off, the concepts of nation 
and national unity are of great importance to (SD). The importance of the nation and national 
unity to the party’s identity is explicitly identified on page 313, where the program is describing 
the foundation of the party in 1988 and states that the party was founded in order to “form a 

endast som nedtryckt godhet och roten till destruktiva handlingar härleds inte primärt till den individ som utför dem 
utan snarare till samhället som formats på fel sätt och därmed i sin tur präglat individen på fel sätt.  

Denna bild av människan må förefalla sympatisk. Detta hjälper dock föga då den på avgörande punkter bygger på 
felaktiga antaganden, vilket innebär att den politik som tar sin utgångspunkt i denna teori inte kommer att kunna 
uppnå det den säger sig vilja uppnå. Ett ytterligare problem med denna syn på människan är att den lätt leder till 
slutsatsen att mänskliga foster, på basis av sin förmodade brist på unika egenskaper, helt saknar värde” 
(Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 7, two paragraphs used due to context demanding it) 
12 “Islam och i synnerhet dess starka politiska och fundamentalistiska gren är enligt Sverigedemokraternas 
uppfattning den religiösa åskådning som visat sig ha svårast att harmoniskt samexistera med den svenska och 
västerländska kulturen. Islamismens inflytande på det svenska samhället bör därför i största möjliga utsträckning 
motverkas och invandringen från muslimska länder med starka inslag av fundamentalism bör vara mycket starkt 
begränsad” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 27) 
13 “Sverigedemokraterna är ett socialkonservativt parti med nationalistisk grundsyn, som betraktar 
värdekonservatism och upprätthållandet av en solidarisk välfärdsmodell som de viktigaste verktygen i byggandet av 
det goda samhället. Partiet bildades 1988 med det övergripande målet att formera en demokratisk, politisk rörelse 
som skulle slå vakt om den gemensamma nationella identitet som utgjort grunden för framväxten av välfärdsstaten 
och vårt lands fredliga och demokratiska utveckling” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 3) 
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democratic, political movement to safeguard the common national identity that has formed the 
foundation for the creation of the welfare state and our country’s peaceful and democratic 
development” (last sentence, our translation). As in the plot sub-heading above, the importance 
of the nation as an entity for the creation and perpetuation of democracy is emphasized, but 
national unity (“gemensam nationell identitet”) is also explicitly identified as important. Once 
again the quote about Disraeli and Holmberg in the plot sub-heading above becomes relevant, as 
(SD) argues that they represented the “safeguarding of well-functioning communities such as the 
family and nation” (“bevarandet av välfungerande gemenskaper såsom familjen och nationen”, 
Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 11). Again the importance of both the nation and national unity is 
emphasized, further stressing the importance to the party of these two concepts. This nationalist 
norm is also evident on page 13. The importance of nationalism as an ideology to the party is 
established14, as it represents ”the single most important tool for the effort of recognizing the 
common identity and society’s internal solidarity” (“det enskilt viktigaste verktyget I arbetet med 
att bejaka den gemensamma identiteten och samhällets inre solidaritet”). Nationalism is thus 
argued to be good because it is used as a tool to recognize cultural similarities within the nation. 

Related to these norms about nation and national unity is the importance of the concepts of 
heritage, inheritance and tradition. For instance, while discussing city planning on page 29, the 
party program establishes the importance of taking into account the views, identity, and history 
of the local residents.15 The first two sentences in this segment deal with the importance of 
adapting city planning to the needs of inhabitants and are as such irrelevant for the current 
example, but the last sentence talks about the importance of recognizing the history and identity 
of both the site and inhabitants (“bejaka platsens och invånarnas historia och identitet). Similarly, 
the importance of inheritance, heritage and tradition is explicitly identified on page 19, where 
these concepts are discussed.16 Here the preservation of the cultural heritage is argued to be 
secondarily a matter of respect toward previous generations and recognition of their deeds 
(”respekt mot tidigare generationer, att minas vad de åstakommit”) but primarily a ”uniting 
plaster” (”sammanhållande kitt”) that holds society together. Without cultural unity, the concept 
of “nation” is thus threatened. 

There is also a number of arguments about democracy and self-governance in the party program. 
Again, the quote dealing with the emergence of democracy within the context of the nation-state 

14 “I likhet med stora delar av den tidiga, europeiska socialkonservativa rörelsen ser Sverigedemokraterna 
nationalismen som det enskilt viktigaste verktyget i arbetet med att bejaka den gemensamma identiteten och 
samhällets inre solidaritet” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 13) 
15 “Stadsplanering och arkitektur måste vara anpassade efter människors behov och till vad vi vet om den mänskliga 
naturen. Detta innebär bland annat att man bör sträva efter att bygga miljöer som beaktar det mänskliga behovet av 
social samvaro, närhet till naturen, skönhet och symmetri. Man bör också bejaka platsens och invånarnas historia 
och identitet” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011:29) 
16 “Kulturarvet har ett egenvärde genom bland annat de skönhetsvärden och den estetik som det står för. Att värna 
om kulturarvet är också att visa respekt mot tidigare generationer, att minnas vad de har åstadkommit. Den absolut 
viktigaste aspekten är dock att kulturarvet fungerar som ett sammanhållande kitt. Varje samhälle behöver 
gemensamma normer och värderingar, kollektiva minnen, gemensamma myter, gemensamma högtider och 
traditioner, gemensamma seder och bruk för att i förlängningen kunna hålla samman. Särskilt viktigt blir detta i en 
stat som den svenska med en solidariskt finansierad välfärdsmodell eftersom den solidaritet som håller upp systemet 
i sin tur baserar sig på identifikation och en stark känsla av gemenskap.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 19) 
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dealt with in the plot sub-heading above becomes relevant: democracy is seen as being desirable 
because it stabilizes the nation. 

Additionally, there is an ambition to create a feeling of safety or welfare (Swe. “trygghet”17) for 
the citizens of the nation. For example, the party program identifies what the main 
responsibilities of the state ought to be on page 17,18 namely ”all questions concerning the 
security and independence of the nation, the welfare of weak and exposed individuals, the 
maintenance of the laws and defence of the nation’s historical heritage and cultural 
distinctiveness” (emphasis ours). Similarly, page 34 establishes a similar responsibility19. One 
sentence here is of particular interest: ”The vision of a reestablished Folkhem, where unity is 
based not on class but on nation and where all citizens are guaranteed a high level of physical, 
economic and social safety, is also guiding for the policies of Sverigedemokraterna in the area of 
welfare” (our emphasis). Here, welfare and “trygghet” are linked as being essentially the same 
thing, with welfare being the creation of “trygghet” for the citizens. 

Summing up the moral of (SD)’s party program, we again draw attention to an earlier20 
quote: ”Sverigedemokraterna’s nationalism is democratic. We distance ourselves from all forms 
of nationalism that are not founded in democracy and argue that democracy and nationalism 
completes each other. Democracy has grown within the framework of free and sovereign nations 
and nation-states and democracy has in turn also contributed to strengthening cohesion and 
reducing conflicts within the nation.” The moral of the story is thus that the concept of nation is 
the foundation of society, and that democracy and the nation are mutually constitutive with one 
another. 

Identity 

(SD) does not link itself explicitly to any previous organization (indeed the party program does 
not mention its roots as a neo-Nazi party) focussing instead on claiming descent from 
conservative thinkers such as Benjamin Disraeli.  While the lack of reference to (SD)’s own past 
would seem to contradict our argument of the twofold need for historical consistency for party 
legitimacy, the presence of this claim of continuity from earlier ideologues seemingly serves the 
same function, while allowing the party to avoid the implications of being linked to their neo-
Nazi past. 

17The word ”trygghet” means ”safety” or “security” with connotations of a state of peace of mind 
18 “Till statens kärnuppgifter räknar vi alla frågor som rör nationens säkerhet och oberoende, omhändertagandet av 
svaga och utsatta individer, lagarnas upprätthållande samt värnandet av nationens historiska arv och kulturella 
särart.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 17) 
19 “Sverigedemokraterna betraktar folkhemstanken som en i grunden socialkonservativ idé. Visionen om ett 
återupprättat folkhem, där samhörigheten inte är baserad på klass- utan nationstillhörighet och där alla medborgare 
är garanterade en hög nivå av fysisk, ekonomisk och social trygghet, är också vägledande för Sverigedemokraternas 
politik på välfärdsområdet.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 34) 
20 “Sverigedemokraternas nationalism är demokratisk. Vi tar avstånd ifrån alla former av nationalism som inte vilar 
på demokratisk grund och menar att demokratin och nationalismen kompletterar varandra. Demokratin har vuxit 
fram inom ramen för fria och självständiga nationer och nationalstater och demokratin har i sin tur också bidragit till 
att stärka gemenskapen och minska konflikterna inom nationen.” (Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 13) 
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The explicit rebuttal of both Liberal and Socialist ideology on page 7 of the party program (see 
plot sub-heading above) clearly defines what the party is not, in line with our concept of identity 
as what makes something or someone distinctly recognizable. Further, on page 12 the party 
establishes the difference between other ideologies and the social conservative line of thought.21 
The last and second-to-last sentences are the ones of interest: ”Social conservatism also 
differentiated itself from other conservative directions by virtue of several of its proponents 
adopting the ideas of expanded democracy, suffrage and increased equality for women relatively 
early. As a consequence of one taking social responsibility one also often has a more positive 
view of the state’s role in society than other conservatives”. Again, (SD) is differentiating itself 
from other parties in order to define what they are, and aren’t. 

5.2.3 Miljöpartiet de gröna (Mp) 
Miljöpartiet uses all of the various narrative concepts we identified in our theory chapter. Unlike 
the previous two examples, the party uses more than one example of a victim. 

Plot 

(Mp)’s plot is fairly straightforward: society has, over time, become better-off materially at the 
cost of environmental destruction. This is explained on page 19,22 noting how mankind is 
“creative and creating” (“kreativ och skapande”) and how humanity’s inventiveness 
(“uppfinningsrikedom”) has formed the basis for the economic development of the last few 
centuries. This is argued to have led to “more and more people in our world being able to have 
their basic needs met, and being able to live in safety23 and prosperity” (footnote ours). At the 
same time, however, this economic development is argued to be “built on growth that to a great 
extent has been generated through increased resource consumption, and which has led to 
increased emissions of greenhouse gases and a reduction in biological diversity” (last sentence). 
There is thus a dualism in the history being presented by (Mp): historical development has been 
positive, but at the same time negative. This conflict between increased living standards and 
environmental destruction is at the heart of (Mp)’s plot. 

Apart from development and environmental destruction occurring simultaneously, there is also a 
sense of social development and social regression happening simultaneously. On the subject of 
pensions and retirement, for example, this dualism is noted on page 29.24 Here (Mp) at first notes 

21 “Flera decennier innan Per Albin Hansson höll sitt berömda folkhemstal hade svenska, socialkonservativt färgade 
samhällsdebattörer formulerat tankar om en välfärdsstat och lanserat begreppet folkhem. Socialkonservatismen 
skiljde också ut sig från andra konservativa inriktningar genom att flera av dess anhängare relativt tidigt anammade 
idéerna om utvidgad demokrati, rösträtt och ökad jämställdhet för kvinnor. Som en konsekvens av sitt sociala 
ansvarstagande har man ofta också haft en mer positiv syn på statens roll i samhället än andra konservativa” 
(Sverigedemokraterna 2011: 11-12) 
22 “Människan är kreativ och skapande. Det är människans uppfinningsrikedom som har lagt grunden för de senaste 
seklernas snabba ekonomiska utveckling. Den har gjort att allt fler människor i vår värld har kunnat få sina 
grundläggande behov tillgodosedda, och leva i trygghet och välstånd. Samtidigt har den ekonomiska utvecklingen 
byggt på en tillväxt som i stor utsträckning kunnat genereras genom ökad resursförbrukning, och som har lett till 
ökade utsläpp av växthusgaser och minskad biologisk mångfald. ”(Miljöpartiet 2013: 19) 
23 Again, the word ”trygghet” means ”safety” or “security” with connotations of a state of peace of mind 
24 “Vi värnar en god allmän pension. Under de senaste decennierna har medellivslängden ökat markant. För de flesta 
innebär ett längre liv också fler år i god hälsa och i realiteten också fler år då man kan och ofta vill vara kvar i 
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that life expectancy has increased majorly the last few decades (“Under de senaste decennierna 
har medellivslängden ökat markant), and then goes on to assert that a longer life means more 
years in good health and more years where one can and often wants to continue working (“fler år 
i god hälsa och I realiteten också fler år då man kan och ofta vill vara kvar i arbete”). However, 
the program notes, this is not a universal trend: in some professions, (Mp) claims, the average 
retirement age is not even 65, and many suffer reduced health before retirement. This is not a 
development that (Mp) condones; the party argues for a more flexible retirement age 
(“Pensionsåldern bör vara mer flexibel”), argue for the fight to retain one’s work after the age of 
67 (“rätten att ha kvar sitt arbete även efter 67 års ålder”), and a reform of retirement-related 
rules so that the pension system is “sustainable and promotes equality and egality” (“hållbart och 
främjar jämställdhet och jämlikhet”). The fact that some professions suffer reduced health and 
lower retirement ages than others is here seen as something bad that is happening at the same 
time that other professions are enjoying longer life and better health. 

As another example of this plot of simultaneous improvement and deterioration, (Mp)'s handling 
of schools on page 30 of their party programs deals with similar themes.25 Here, the first 
sentence states that people ”during latter years have obtained an increased influence over welfare 
services through various choice-centred reforms”. This theoretical increase in diversity has, 
however, been counteracted by the “commercialization of the welfare” (“kommersialiseringen av 
välfärden”). A good development (the increase in diversity brought on by welfare reform) has 
thus been negated by a bad one (commercialism stifling diversity). The rest of the paragraph 
consists of (Mp) arguing that profit-driven actors should be banned from operating within the 
welfare sector, and is thus not relevant to our analysis of the plot. 

Apart from these three major plots (positive development, negative development, and 
environmental degradation), a plot of abuse is also present. The party program argues that, 
historically, states that pit their citizens against one another and do not respect cultural 
differences have created some of the worst atrocities in human history. On page 4, the party 
identifies this relationship of repression and atrocities:26 ”History shows that mankind and 

arbete. Detta är dock inte en entydig utveckling, skillnaderna på arbetsmarknaden är stora. I många arbeten når den 
reella genomsnittliga pensionsåldern inte ens upp till 65 år, och arbetstagare upplever försämrad hälsa redan innan 
pensionen. Politik för ett mänskligt arbetsliv är därför samhällsekonomiskt viktigt. Pensionsåldern bör vara mer 
flexibel, och rätten att ha kvar sitt arbete även efter 67 års ålder bör stärkas. Regelverken i dagens pensionssystem, 
såsom bromsen, premiepensionen och skattenivån, behöver analyseras så att pensionssystemet är långsiktigt hållbart 
och främjar jämställdhet och jämlikhet. Pensionsmedlen ska placeras etiskt och långsiktigt hållbart. ” (Miljöpartiet 
2013: 29) 
25 “Under senare år har människor fått ett ökat inflytande över välfärdstjänsterna genom olika slags 
valfrihetsreformer. Miljöpartiet ser att kommersialiseringen av välfärden motverkar den mångfald som var avsikten 
med reformerna. Vi tar allvarligt på problemen i skolor och vårdinrättningar där vinstintresset leder till besparingar 
som drabbat elever och patienter. Vi är också oroade att verklig kvalitetsutveckling hindras till förmån för fokus på 
rapporterbara prestationer och mätpunkter som kan räknas om i pengar i ersättningssystemen. Vi vill därför få bort 
de kommersiellt inriktade aktörerna och i stället främja idéburna verksamheter inom välfärdssektorn. Det som är 
viktigt är kvaliteten på välfärden, att skattemedel används till den verksamhet de är avsedda för samt att de som 
arbetar inom välfärden har en god arbetsmiljö. Vi tar även ställning för brukarinflytande och insyn oavsett 
driftsform.” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 30) 
26 “Historien visar att människan och mänskliga samhällen har varit kapabla till både goda och grymma handlingar. 
Övergreppen har ofta uppkommit i politiska system som förminskat eller ställt människor mot varandra, gjort 
individer ofria och kvävt förmågan att tänka och handla självständigt.” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 4) 
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human society has been capable of both good and cruel actions. Abuse has often occurred in 
political systems that have diminished or pitted humans against each other, made individuals 
unfree and stifled the ability to think and act independently”. (Mp) is thus explicitly warning for 
the risk that homogenous societies risk abusing those that do not fit into the norm(s) prevalent in 
that society. The party program makes similar observations on page 9.27 Here, it is established 
that that what is today known as Sweden has always been comprised of many different cultures 
(“många olika kulturer), that this is still true, and that it is a strength (using the first-person plural 
“våra”, meaning “our”, thus identifying themselves as Sweden or speaking on behalf of Sweden). 
The quote goes on to establish that there are political forces in Europe (“politiska rörelser i 
Europa”) who claim that the concept of multiculturalism is failed (“som dömer ut idén om 
mångkultur som misslyckad”), but that it is the attempt to create a monoculture 
(“genomdrivandet av monokulturen”) that has failed repeatedly across history, with catastrophic 
results (“katastrofala följder”). 

In summary, we feel that the following quote28 sums up the plot quite well: 

 ”Many are better off. Wealth is spreading, average life expectancy is increasing and child 
mortality is declining. Materially speaking many people in what was earlier described as third-
world countries are rising out of poverty. At the same time we are facing new challenges in the 

shape of overexploited natural resources and environmental threats. Starvation and oppression is 
still a reality for many. Most of the world’s poor and most vulnerable are women and children 

and it is also women and children who are hit the hardest by natural disasters or armed conflicts”. 

 In other words, while the world is generally heading in the right direction, much remains to be 
done, and many pitfalls remain on the way. 

Actors 

The heroes of (Mp)’s party program is almost exclusively (Mp) themselves. Apart from one 
reference on page 32 to “people” fighting Apartheid and one on page 33 lauding the European 
Union, every other occurrence of a hero in the party program is defining the party as the hero. 

27 “I det som vi i dag kallar Sverige har det alltid rymts många olika kulturer, och det gör det också än i dag. Det är 
en av våra styrkor. I en och samma individ finns alltid spår av flera kulturella referenser. När makthavare i Sverige 
eller i andra länder har strävat efter kulturell enhetlighet så har det lett till motsättningar och övergrepp. Det finns 
politiska rörelser i Europa som dömer ut idén om mångkultur som misslyckad. Men det är genomdrivandet av 
monokulturen som gång på gång när den har provats i historien har misslyckats. Det har lett till katastrofala följder. 
Vi bejakar att olika idéer och kulturer kan samexistera och influera varandra i ett och samma samhälle. Miljöpartiet 
vill att människor alltid ska ges rätt att definiera och utöva sin egen identitet och kultur. Därför är stöd till olika 
sorters kulturyttringar viktigt” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 9) 
28 “Många har fått det bättre. Välståndet breder ut sig, medellivslängden ökar och barnadödligheten minskar. 
Materiellt sett håller många människor i det som tidigare beskrivits som utvecklingsländer på att resa sig ur 
fattigdomen. Samtidigt möter vi nya utmaningar i form av överutnyttjade naturresurser och miljöhot. Svält och 
förtryck är fortfarande en realitet för många. Merparten av världens fattiga och mest utsatta är kvinnor och barn och 
det är också kvinnor och barn som drabbas hårdast vid naturkatastrofer eller väpnade konflikter.” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 
32) 
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For instance, page 38 talks about (Mp) taking on dual roles;29 on the one hand, that as a political 
party, on the other hand, that as pathfinders for the rest of society to follow. The last two 
sentences talk about the magnitude of the challenge (“stor utmaning”), and how being too far 
ahead of society means those following will be lost, as the path vanishes. 

The villains in (Mp)’s party program are varied, with no single actor being singled out as a 
villain more than once. In the quote regarding atrocities in human history in the plot sub-heading, 
the villains are the political systems that abuse human beings. Another example, on page 1530 the 
program interestingly enough paints Sweden as a villain, and by extension (Mp) themselves, as 
they claim on page 9 (and indeed on page 15) to represent Sweden (see plot sub-heading above). 
There is, of course, a reason for painting themselves as the villain: (Mp) is formulating the 
ambition to make Sweden ”leading in reducing human effect on the climate”, arguing that 
Sweden has a responsibility of doing so due to being an early industrialized country (“ett av de 
länder som industrialiserades tidigt”) and thus having a responsibility for the emissions caused 
by the creation of our welfare (“de utsläpp som genererades när vi byggde vårt välstånd”). (Mp) 
also state that “we still cause significantly higher emissions per capita than what is globally 
sustainable” (“vi orsakar fortfarande betydligt högre utsläpp…”), further cementing their view 
that Sweden as a collective has to change. Finally, (Mp) argues that Sweden has good 
possibilities to lead the way in creating a sustainable society, and that such a change would have 
greater benefits than just reducing our own emissions, giving the villainous Sweden a chance of 
redemption or penance. 

Just as with the villains, the victims in (Mp)’s party program are diverse, although a common 
theme among most of them is that they are described as being vulnerable or disadvantaged. For 
instance, in the previous example of premature retirements (see plot sub-heading above) the 
victims are the people with failing health who are forced by circumstances to retire early. 
Similarly, on page 33 migrants and minorities are described as victims due to being at the mercy 
of forces outside their control.31 In this example the first two sentences laud the EU for its role in 
promoting human rights in Europe. The third sentence (“Samtidigt…”), however, points out that 
discrimination is increasing (“diskriminering tilltar”) against migrants and minorities in the EU. 
The fourth sentence simply concludes that more must be done within the EU to safeguard 
migrants and minorities. 

29 “Vi i Miljöpartiet de gröna har tagit på oss dubbla roller. Vi är både stigfinnare och ett politiskt parti i traditionell 
mening. Vi är både före vår tid och mitt i den. Det är en stor utmaning. Vi får inte vara så långt före att vi tappar 
kontakten med dem som kommer efter, stigen får inte växa igen. ” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 38) 
30 ”Sverige ska vara ledande i att minska den mänskliga påverkan på klimatet. Vi är ett av de länder som 
industrialiserades tidigt, och vi har ett historiskt ansvar för de utsläpp som genererades när vi byggde upp vårt 
välstånd. Vi orsakar fortfarande betydligt högre utsläpp per person än vad som är globalt hållbart. Sverige har också 
unikt goda förutsättningar att leda omställningen till ett hållbart samhälle och visa möjligheterna till en annan 
utvecklingsmodell. Då får vår omställning långt större effekt än bara våra egna utsläppsminskningar.” (Miljöpartiet 
2013: 15) 
31 “Europarådet är det främsta organet för att skydda och utveckla de mänskliga rättigheterna i Europa. EU har varit 
en mycket positiv kraft för utvecklingen i ansökarländerna, bland annat genom att villkora medlemskapet med 
reformer. Samtidigt ser vi nu hur diskriminering tilltar mot migranter och minoriteter inom EU, inte minst mot judar, 
muslimer och romer. EU måste få bättre verktyg att ta itu med brott mot de mänskliga rättigheterna inom unionen, 
och sanktionssystemet behöver utvecklas.” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 33) 
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Norms 

The most significant norm running throughout the party program of (Mp) is an environmental 
norm (which is hardly surprising for a green party). The environmental perspective is nigh 
omnipresent throughout the narrative. On page 21,32 for example, (Mp) states that the 
characterization of the last few centuries as being ones of economic development (“De senaste 
seklerna av ekonomisk utveckling”) has been made possible due to “cheap energy” (“billig 
energi”) in the form of fossil fules such as coal and oil (“kol och olja”), causing large emissions 
of greenhouse gases (“stora utsläpp av växthusgaser”). The rest of the paragraph lays out an 
argument claiming that the world faces “enormous challenges” (“enorma utmaningar”) and will 
require international agreements (“internationella överenskommelser”) in order to stop exploiting 
fossil fuels. Finally, the last sentence states that “the transition to a long-term sustainable 
economy is by and large about how a transformation of the energy system and its surrounding 
economy would look”. This is far from the only example of the environmental norm running 
throughout (Mp)’s party program, more examples can be found in virtually all the segments of 
the party program that deal with the past. 

Apart from this environmental norm, a number of other major norms are also found throughout 
(Mp)’s party program. One such example is the concept of “freedom” or “liberty”. Page 32 
establishes (Mp)'s belief that people always have strived to rule themselves.33 In this segment, 
the first sentence simply establishes mankind’s perpetual strive to rule themselves, while the 
second sentence exemplifies this in a modern context through the struggles against colonialism, 
Apartheid, and dictatorship. Similarly, the quote about how oppressive regimes have caused the 
worst atrocities in human history (see plot sub-heading above) also assumes that liberty or 
freedom is something good, as a lack of freedom is implied to lead to atrocities. 

Related to freedom is the concept of “welfare” and its importance to the populace.As a concrete 
example,the discussion on page 24 of the party program exemplifies why (Mp) considers welfare 
important.34 (Mp) starts off linking the story of the modern welfare state’s creation to that of 
freedom and liberty. They then go on to describe the struggles during the early 20th century for 
“democracy, union rights, reasonable working conditions and economic safety” (“demokrati, 

32 “De senaste seklerna av ekonomisk utveckling har möjliggjorts genom tillgången på billig energi i form av kol 
och olja som har orsakat stora utsläpp av växthusgaser. Klimat- och miljöförändringarna och de nya formerna för 
utvinning av fossil gas och olja innebär att världen står inför enorma utmaningar och behov av internationella 
överenskommelser för att sluta utvinna fossila energislag. Övergången till en långsiktigt hållbar ekonomi handlar i 
stor utsträckning om hur en omställning av energisystemet och ekonomin kring denna ser ut.” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 
21) 

 
33 “Människan har alltid strävat efter att själv få styra sitt liv och sina samhällen. Människor har i modern tid frigjort 
sig från kolonialismens bojor, solidaritetsarbete har bidragit till att befria länder från apartheid och rasförtryck och 
folkliga resningar har sänt diktatorer på flykt. I Sverige har det inte ens gått hundra år sedan allmän och lika rösträtt 
infördes.” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 32) 

 
34 “Historien om hur den moderna välfärdsstaten växte fram är också en berättelse om frihet. I början av 1900-talet 
handlade människors kamp om demokrati, fackliga rättigheter, rimliga arbetsvillkor och ekonomisk trygghet. Från 
den tiden bär vi med oss insikten att verklig frihet förutsätter en fungerande välfärd.” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 24) 
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fackliga rättigheter, rimliga arbetsvillkor och ekonomisk trygghet”). From these struggles, (Mp) 
claims, they learned that “true freedom” (“verklig frihet”) presupposes a working welfare system 
(“förutsätter en fungerande välfärd”). The welfare norm thus becomes subservient to the freedom 
norm in that the welfare norm is good because it allows for the existence of the freedom norm. 

Other examples of the welfare norm also exist. For instance, when discussing poor 
neighbourhoods on page 26 the welfare norm reappears.35 Though a thoroughly confusing first 
sentence36 makes the segment somewhat unclear, the second sentence (“Today that is not always 
the case”) seems to argue that every city centre ought to provide “a good living environment, a 
safe environment for upbringing and quality of life”, in other words part of what constitutes 
welfare. Apart from these two examples, the part we cited as a summary of the program’s plot 
(see plot sub-heading above) also shows a concern for welfare, as it paints the occurrence of 
armed conflict, natural disasters, and starvation as something to eradicate due to their effects on 
human beings. 

Finally, we argue that there is an equality norm presenting equality as something desirable 
present in the party program. The quote dealing with pensions (see plot sub-heading above) is 
arguing that it is not desirable that some professions should get the benefit of longer lives and 
better health and others not (with the underlying norm that living longer, healthier lives is good) 
and that efforts should be made to extend these improvements to everyone. Similarly, the 
following quote argues in favour of ”an equal distribution and effort in solidarity to minimize the 
consequences of the environmental changes that have already happened and are taking place” 
(what is to be equally distributed is, interestingly, not defined).37 This segment also serves as a 
good summary of the morals of the party: environmental change is bad and dangerous, but 
through concerted efforts we can create a more fair and environmentally friendly society. 

Identity 

At first glance, (Mp) presents somewhat of a break with our concept of parties as being 
dependent on the past, since they hardly talk about their own past at all. We would, however, 
argue that (Mp) is using the history of environmental degradation as part of their identity, 
contrasting themselves to something that has a long history in order to build their own. The sense 
of historical continuity required of a political party is thus satisfied, as the party defines itself 
through opposition to another concept, just as we would expect based on the idea of identity as 
relative to other objects, concepts or entities. 

This roundabout way of defining themselves is more or less necessary, as the environmental 
movement does not have the same extensive history as, for example, liberalism, socialism, or 

35 “Vi vet av att varje centrum i varje stad, nära eller långt från stadskärnan, har potential att ge en god boendemiljö, 
trygga uppväxtvillkor och livskvalitet. I dag är det inte alltid så. Bostadsområden, särskilt sådana byggda under det 
så kallade miljonprogrammet, har tillåtits att förfalla och närservice har utarmats.” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 26) 
36 Translated the sentence literally reads as “We know from each city centre in each city, near or far from the city 
centre, has potential to provide a good living environment, a safe environment for upbringing and quality of life”. 
37 ”Det finns ännu möjlighet att vända utvecklingen och undvika katastrofala miljöeffekter. Det kräver en modig 
miljöpolitik, en jämlik fördelning och ett solidariskt arbete för att minimera konsekvenserna av de miljöförändringar 
som redan har skett och håller på att äga rum.” (Miljöpartiet 2013: 13) 
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conservatism. The great thinkers and pivotal events of the past that such parties can build on is 
thus not available for a party like (Mp), forcing them to come up with alternative approaches to 
justify their existence. 

5.2.4 Socialdemokraterna (S) 
Socialdemokraterna, the Social Democrats, makes extensive use of the five concepts that we 
have identified in our theory chapter (heroes, villains, victims, norms, and plot). Like (Mp) 
above, (S) makes more extensive use of the concept of victims than our two first examples ((L) 
and (SD)). 

Plot 

The main plot present in (S)’s party program is one of development over time. Many examples 
of actions in history that actively worked to achieve change for the better in society are 
presented, but examples of negative or unwanted events and developments are also present. As 
an example of the active change plot, the very first page of the party program establishes (S)’s 
commitment to actively and democratically working for the improvement of society.38 The first 
sentence in this segment talks about an argument about the impossibility of certain changes, that 
one is often told that ”change is not possible” (”förändringar är inte möjliga”) and that one has 
to ”adapt to what is determined by forces that we cannot influence” (”anpassa oss till vad som 
bestämts av krafter som vi inte kan påverka”). The second sentence is a rebuttal of this argument, 
where (S) establishes that their answer “is the same that it has always been” (“är detsamma som 
det alltid varit”), namely that “through the democracy we can change and improve the society 
together” (last sentence). This shows a belief in the possibility of changing society for the better, 
that no obstacles are insurmountable. Another example of the positive development plot, this 
time without explicitly active causes, is given on page 17.39 Here (S) is discussing the impact of 
information technology on the everyday lives of people all over the world, noting that it 
has ”revolutionized many people’s everyday lives” (”revolutionerat många människors vardag”). 
Information technology has “opened new ways to knowledge, created new venues for meeting 
and established new social relations” (“öppnat nya vägar till kunskap, skapat nya mötesplatser 
och etablerat nya sociala relationer”). The last part of the quote talks about the importance of IT 
in the evolution of democracy (“demokratins utveckling”), noting that “the fast digital media 
have become effective tools for freedom movements around the world, at the same time that they 
provide new vitality to the old democracies” (last sentence) and thus also shows the positive 
change that IT has provided. This interconnectedness and global effect is also related to another 
part of the plot, globalization, which will be discussed further below. 

38 “Också i vår tid kan man höra att förändringar inte är möjliga, att vi måste anpassa oss till vad som bestäms av 
krafter, som vi inte kan påverka. Socialdemokratins svar är detsamma som det alltid varit: Genom demokratin kan vi 
tillsammans förändra och förbättra samhället.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 1) 
39 “Informationstekniken har också revolutionerat många människors vardag. Den gränslösa kommunikationen har 
öppnat nya vägar till kunskap, skapat nya mötesplatser och etablerat nya sociala relationer. Den har ökat individens 
frihet att välja umgänge, livsstil och identitet. Teknologin spelar en stor roll för demokratins utveckling. De snabba 
digitala medierna har blivit effektiva redskap för frihetsrörelserna runt om i världen, samtidigt som de ger ny 
vitalitet åt de gamla demokratierna.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 17) 
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As mentioned above, all is not well in (S)’s version of history. While many things in history have 
gotten better, there are developments and events in history that are seen as unwanted. On page 18 
of the party program the example of the concept of “homo economicus”, the idea of man as a 
“rational, sternly calculating, utility-maximizing individual” (“rationell, strängt kalkylerande, 
nyttomaximerande individ”) and how this concept has gone from being a theoretical exercise in 
economic models to being applied to society is used as a warning example.40 This development 
of society at large assuming that people are mainly out for themselves (”människor främst agerar 
efter egenintresset”) is painted as a self-fulfilling prophecy. If society assumes that people will 
be out for themselves, (S) argues, then that is how people are going to behave. The evolution of 
the concept of “homo economicus” (“den ekonomiska människan”) is thus according to (S) 
something negative that preferably should never have happened in the first place. Similarly, on 
page 20 (S) argues that conservative governments (“borgerliga regeringar”) consciously have 
created a society with bigger gaps between the richest and poorest segments of the population.41 
Here we have the antithesis of the positive, conscious change also present in the plot (discussed 
above): the active, conscious change towards a worse society. (S) is accusing their political 
opponents of consciously and deliberately acting “contrary to the knowledge that’s been gained 
from the experiences of the neoliberal experiments of the last decades” (“i strid med den kunskap 
som vunnits ur erfarenheterna av de senaste årtiondenas nyliberala experiment”). The creation of 
a bigger inequality in economic distribution (“ökade klyftor”) is, according to (S), contrary to the 
experience that tells us that “the societies that aspire to social equality have better preconditions 
for economic development” (“de samhällen som strävar efter social utjämning har bättre 
förutsättningar för ekonomisk utveckling”). Actively counteracting such a development is thus 
bringing about a worse society. 

As mentioned above, apart from these related plots of development, there is also a plot regarding 
globalization and interconnectedness. (S) is arguing that the world has become more and more 
interconnected over time and that nations thus are becoming more and more dependent on each 
other. On page 17,42 (S) is linking ”the rapid globalization” (”den snabba globaliseringen”)  to 
the development of information technology (”utvecklingen av informationstekniken”). “It has”, 
(S) argues, “created new conditions for the international capital, made possible instantaneous and 
borderless economic transaction, shortened decision chains and shrunk decision-making 
processes” (last sentence). While this segment does not discuss the issue of mutual dependency, 

40 “Idag lever vi ett samhälle som på många sätt talar till helt andra sidor inom människan. Föreställningen om den 
ekonomiska människan – en rationell, strängt kalkylerande, nyttomaximerande individ – var en gång i tiden främst 
en tankefigur i en ekonomisk modell. Men som förebild för politiska beslut har denna modell allt mer kommit att bli 
verklighet. Vi lever i en sorts incitamentssamhälle, där människor ständigt försätts i situationer där de måste göra 
ekonomiska kalkyler utifrån sin egen nytta. En politik baserad på att människor främst agerar efter egenintresset 
kommer att påverka människor till att också handla på detta sätt. På så sätt formar samhället människans agerande.” 
(Socialdemokraterna 2013: 18) 
41 “I strid med den kunskap som vunnits ur erfarenheterna av de senaste årtiondenas nyliberala experiment, nämligen 
att de samhällen som strävar efter social utjämning har bättre förutsättningar för ekonomisk utveckling, har många 
länder, däribland Sverige under borgerliga regeringar, fört en politik som medvetet drivit fram ökade klyftor. Denna 
politik har syftat till ett systemskifte” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 20) 
42 “Den snabba globaliseringen har stimulerats av den omvälvande utvecklingen av informationstekniken. Den har 
skapat nya villkor för det internationella kapitalet, möjliggjort omedelbara och gränslösa ekonomiska transaktioner, 
förkortat beslutsvägarna och krympt beslutsprocesserna.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 17) 
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pages 15 and 16 touch on the subject.43 (S) focusses on the mutual dependency of today’s global 
economy and how it relies on many parts to function properly. The first sentence argues that 
“both44 globalization, the climate question and the growing inequality shows how deeply and 
mutually dependent we humans are on each other” (first sentence, our footnote). The next two 
sentences establishes the interconnected nature of the modern economy, noting that “the global 
work-sharing, which has contributed to the greatest increases in welfare in human history, means 
that millions of people cooperate with each other in complicated networks without ever meeting” 
(second sentence) and that “the goods we consume an ordinary day carries traces of innumerable 
people, in many different countries, that in many different ways have contributed to the good 
ending up in specifically our hands” (third sentence). The last sentence explicitly identifies the 
dependency of the economic system on society: “The economic system and the private 
companies are entirely dependent on their surrounding world: of the resources nature offers; of 
the rules and infrastructure that only societal organs can create and maintain; of the employees 
who with their knowledge creates production; and of the consumers, who with their demand pays 
the costs of production” (last sentence). It is thus clear to us that the concept of mutual 
dependency is important to (S), and that they argue that the world's economic system consists of 
situations where people are reliant on other people that they will never meet or interact with. 

Actors 

Hardly surprising, the most prominent hero in (S)’s party program is the party itself: the party’s 
work for active change (see plot sub-heading above) is seen as having led to a better society. (S) 
argues on page 1, for instance, that the party helped create the modern Sweden.45 The argument 
is that (S), along with the liberals (”liberalerna”) ”in struggle against the right” (”i kamp mot 
högern”) created the political democracy in Sweden, something that led to people being able 
to ”govern society and their own lives” (”bestämma över samhället och sina egna liv”). “Step by 
step”, (S) says, “the old class society started to unravel to be replaced with a modern welfare 
society” (last sentence). Of note is that the liberals are given a share of the honour as well. 
Another example of the belief that conscious change is possible and that (S) are heroes is the 

43 “Både globaliseringen, klimatfrågan och den växande ojämlikheten visar hur djupt och ömsesidigt beroende vi 
människor är av varandra. Den globala arbetsdelning, som bidragit till de kraftigaste välståndsökningarna i 
mänsklighetens historia, innebär att miljontals människor samverkar med varandra i invecklade nätverk utan att 
någonsin träffas. De varor vi konsumerar en vanlig dag bär spår av ett oräkneligt antal människor, i många olika 
länder, som på många olika sätt bidragit till att produkten ska hamna i just våra händer. Det ekonomiska systemet 
och de privata företagen är helt beroende av sin omvärld: av de resurser naturen har att erbjuda; av det regelverk och 
den infrastruktur som bara samhälleliga organ kan skapa och upprätthålla; av de anställda som med sitt kunnande 
skapar produktionen; och av de konsumenter, som med sin efterfrågan betalar produktionens kostnader” 
(Socialdemokraterna 2013: 15-16) 

 
44 Using the Swedish ”båda”, which like ”both” strictly is supposed to use two examples rather than the three of the 
text 
45 “När socialdemokratin i samverkan med liberalerna i kamp mot högern drev fram den politiska demokratin 
öppnades vägen för människor att bestämma över samhället och sina egna liv. Steg för steg började det gamla 
klassamhället rivas ner för att ersättas av ett modernt välfärdssamhälle.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 1) 
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following quote, also from page 1:46 ”We social democrats47 have been able to influence the 
evolution of society because we have been convinced of the sustainability of our ideas. But also 
because we have been listening, learnt from gained experiences and met new challenges with 
new knowledge.” Here flexibility and pragmatism, but also dogged belief in the party's own 
ideas, makes (S) the hero. 

There are two main villains in (S)’s narrative: Market forces, with associated actors such as 
powerful companies and individuals representing powerful market interests, and undemocratic, 
dictatorial regimes. Page 20 deals with market forces, and exemplifies the distrust harboured for 
the private sector.48 The first sentence in this example refers back to a previous paragraph talking 
about the financial crisis at the end of the 2000’s and explains that “parallel to this [the economic 
crisis] a political displacement has taken place in conjunction with the neoliberal wave during the 
end of the last century” (first sentence). “Changes in the economic preconditions of the world led 
to successes for the political right in the world”, the second sentence establishes. The third 
sentence continues: “Powerful economic interests invested enormous resources in legitimizing a 
development toward bigger social and economic differences.” (third sentence). The political 
right of the world and powerful economic interests are thus painted as being in league with each 
other and out to attack equality. The last sentence describes how these nefarious actors attempted 
to cause this change: “The general welfare systems were described as cumbersome 
bureaucracies49, which hindered free enterprise, and the struggle for social equality was 
described as a threat to the individual’s freedom.” (last sentence, footnote ours). (S) is thus 
arguing that the welfare state came under attack by this union of right-wing politicians and 
representatives of the private sector. The next paragraph in the party program continues the 
argument:50 ”The intensive propaganda against the thought of equality was successful; it led to 
the elites of the private sector granting themselves upsettingly large privileges, which 
dramatically widened the chasm between society’s poor and rich and between the employees and 
the owners and leadership of the companies”. The nefarious attack on equality referred to in the 

46 “Vi socialdemokrater har kunnat påverka samhällets utveckling därför att vi varit övertygade om hållfastheten i 
våra idéer. Men också för att vi varit lyhörda, dragit lärdom av gjorda erfarenheter och mött nya utmaningar med ny 
kunskap.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 1) 
47 Note that “Socialdemokraterna”, the name of the party, simply means “the social democrats”. Any reference 
where the party refers to “the social democrats” is thus just as ambiguous in Swedish as it is in translation 
48 ”Parallellt med detta har en politisk förskjutning skett i samband med den nyliberala vågen under slutet av förra 
seklet. Förändringar i de ekonomiska förutsättningarna i världen ledde till framgångar för den politiska högern i 
världen. Mäktiga ekonomiska intressen satsade enorma resurser på att legitimera en utveckling mot ökade sociala 
och ekonomiska skillnader. De generella välfärdssystemen beskrevs som ofantliga byråkratier, som hindrade den 
fria företagsamheten, och strävan efter social utjämning beskrevs som ett hot mot den enskildes frihet.” 
(Socialdemokraterna 2013: 20) 
49 The expression ”ofantliga byråkratier” is an untranslatable play on words; the Swedish word ”ofantlig”, 
meaning ”massive” or ”cumbersome”, sounds like the word ”offentlig”, meaning ”public”. “Offentlig byråkrati”, the 
public bureaucracy, thus becomes “ofantlig byråkrati”, “cumbersome bureaucracy”. 
50 “Den intensiva propagandan mot tanken på jämlikhet var framgångsrik; den ledde till att näringslivets eliter 
beviljade sig själva upprörande stora privilegier, som dramatiskt vidgade gapet mellan samhällets fattiga och rika 
och mellan de anställda och företagens ägare och ledningar.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 20) 
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previous quote is thus seen as successful, and “the elites of the private sector” (“näringslivets 
eliter”) used their success to enrich themselves at the expense of others. 

As mentioned above, other than the market and economic interests, there is one major villain in 
(S)’s party program: dictatorships (strictly speaking, non-democratic states). As page 14 shows, 
the growing influence of non-democratic states due to globalization is seen as an issue.51 The 
first three sentences in this segment describe how power is shifting in the world as a result of 
globalization: from the previous “power centrum” (“maktcentrum”) of the western world, power 
is now shifting elsewhere (“andra länder”). The third sentence simply acknowledges that this 
shift will have “large consequences” (“stora konsekvenser”) for the economic, political, and 
cultural order of the world. The next sentence (“Samtidigt som…”) notes that while it is positive 
that “there has been a global shift of power” (“det är positivt att det skett en global 
maktförskjutning”) (S) also notes that the fact that some countries “are non-democratic and lack 
respect for the human rights” (“är ickedemokratiska och saknar respect för de mänskliga 
rättigheterna”) poses “a serious threat to the freedom and the democracy” (“allvarligt hot mot 
friheten och demokratin”). It is thus clear that (S) considers this non-democratic influence very 
dangerous, and its propagators are thus villains. Further, while the ongoing process of power 
distribution from the old power centrum to new ones is seen as positive, this change from what 
once was to what is to come could potentially develop in an undesirable way, meaning that a 
development that has historically been positive risks turning into a negative. 

The main victim in (S)’s party program are the citizens of society at large. The negative changes 
mentioned in the plot sub-chapter above and the sinister actions of the villains above are 
portrayed as mainly impacting society as a collective. The quote dealing with the success of the 
private sector granting themselves privileges above, for example, paints the growth of inequality 
between the economic elite and the rest as a negative, implicitly meaning that “the rest” are 
worse off than before and thus victims. Page 16 provides an example of this,52 dealg with the 
reduced influence ”citizens, consumers, and employees” (”medborgare, konsumenter och 
arbetstagare”) have on production. The “internationalization of major corporations”, along with 
the “anonymization and institutionalization” of “ownership of capital” (“ägandet av kapital”) has 
led to a change in conditions for work, and hence for society. 

51 “Med globaliseringen sker en gradvis förskjutning av makten i världen. Där västländerna tidigare har utgjort 
världens maktcentrum, är det idag i andra länder som den ekonomiska tillväxten är som starkast och mest ihållande. 
Detta kommer att få stora konsekvenser, inte bara för den ekonomiska ordningen i världen, utan också för den 
politiska och kulturella. Samtidigt som det är positivt att det skett en global maktförskjutning från de tidigare 
dominerande ekonomierna i norr till de växande ekonomierna i söder, är det ett allvarligt hot mot friheten och 
demokratin när vissa av de länder som spelar en växande roll är ickedemokratiska och saknar respekt för de 
mänskliga rättigheterna. Internationaliseringen innebär också nya utmaningar för den demokratiska delaktigheten. 
Många politiska beslut, som tidigare kunde tas på nationell nivå, kräver idag internationella överenskommelser och 
gränsöverskridande lagstiftning.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 14) 
52 “En central förändring är att kopplingen mellan ägande och direkt ansvar för produktion och företag tydligt 
försvagats, vilket på många sätt minskar medborgares, konsumenters och arbetstagares inflytande över 
produktionen. Ägandet av kapital har anonymiserats och institutionaliserats: investmentbolag, aktiefonder, 
pensionsfonder och andra institutioner, som förvaltar kapital för andras räkning, svarar för en allt större andel av 
kapitalbildning och kapitalförvaltning. Storföretagen internationaliseras, samtidigt som småföretagandet spelar en 
stor roll. Allt detta innebär nya villkor för arbetet och därmed för samhället.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 16) 
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Norms 

Socialdemokraterna’s party program contains a plethora of norms. Most prominent of these 
norms is a norm that we have chosen to call “welfare norm”, with welfare meaning a concern 
with the well-being of people at large. The quote in the actors sub-heading above retelling how 
(S) and liberals together fought for democracy and the welfare state is a good starting point: it 
simply assumes that the existence of the welfare state is something positive and that fighting for 
it thus was something admirable. The implicit assumption that welfare is desirable is also evident 
on page 14.53 The first two sentences in this example speak of the increases in trade and GDP 
(Swe. ”BNP”) brought about by increased globalization and increases in international trade. The 
third sentence establishes that “this increase has contributed to an increased level of occupation54 
and welfare” (third sentence, footnote ours). Again, the increase in welfare is something good. 
One paragraph on page 19, extolling the virtue of Sweden as a country with greater liberty and 
security than “most other countries” (“de flesta andra länder”), also underlines the importance of 
welfare:55 ”In Sweden people’s freedom to form their own existence according to their own 
wishes is greater than in most other countries. The pressure from old time’s limited visions of 
how people ought to live has lessened, at the same time that material wealth and a welfare state, 
which strengthens the individuals’ independence, have given people greater possibilities to shape 
their own lives.” The concept of welfare is thus linked to the norms of freedom and 
independence (which will be discussed further below). Here the welfare norm becomes 
subservient to the concepts of freedom and independence, in that welfare makes these latter two 
possible. The good that welfare provides is thus the existence of the greater goods of freedom 
and independence. 

Apart from this welfare norm, there is also a democracy norm that assumes democracy is 
something desirable. As mentioned in the actors sub-heading above, the fact that the influence of 
non-democratic actors are seen as a “serious threat” to democracy would seem to indicate that 
(S) consider democracy important. Similarly, the quote in the plot sub-chapter above dealing 
with information technology revitalizing democracy assumes that democracy itself is desirable. 
On page 17 (S) argues for the importance of democracy as a counter-weight to market forces 
(this resistance to market forces is another norm we will discuss below).56 (S) explicitly 
mentions the importance of democracy in countering ”the unregulated market’s breakdown” 

53 “Globaliseringen och den allt intensivare internationella handeln har lett till att exporten av varor och tjänster fått 
en kraftigt ökad betydelse för den svenska ekonomin. Exporten motsvarar idag ungefär hälften av Sveriges BNP. 
Denna ökning har bidragit till sysselsättning och välfärd. Men den har också gjort det svenska samhället allt mer 
beroende av den ekonomiska utvecklingen i vår omvärld.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 14) 
54 The word ”sysselsättning” is difficult to translate, meaning roughly ”to have an employment or job”. A person 
who is “sysselsatt” has something to do, as opposed to being idle. 
55 “I Sverige är människors frihet att forma sin tillvaro efter egna önskningar större än i de flesta andra länder. 
Trycket från gamla tiders begränsande föreställningar om hur människor bör leva har minskat, samtidigt som 
materiellt välstånd och en välfärdsstat, som stärker individens oberoende, har gett människor större möjligheter att 
själva forma sina liv.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 19) 
56 “Den stora finanskrisen i slutet på 00-talet visar med skrämmande tydlighet att tron på att marknaden reglerar sig 
själv inte stämmer. Krisen visar på vikten av demokratiska motvikter och internationella överenskommelser för att 
förhindra den oreglerade marknadens haveri. Men implikationerna är större än så. Finanskrisen kan i lika hög grad 
förklaras med frånvaron av social trygghet för en stor del av världens befolkning.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 17) 
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(“den oreglerade marknadens haveri”). Many more examples of this democracy-norm exist in the 
party program. 

A third norm, as mentioned above, is the norm of freedom or liberty as desirable. We’ve already 
discussed how we argue that the concept of welfare is desirable in part because it allows for 
freedom to exist (see above), but there are more examples still. For instance, on page 9 freedom 
is portrayed as something desirable in the context of women's independence and welfare.57 The 
paragraph deals with gender equality and points out that traditionally a great deal of the work in 
homes has been performed without compensation (“utförts som oavlönat arbete”) by women. 
The construction of the welfare state (“utbyggnaden av välfärdsstaten”) brought greater 
individual freedom to people (“den individuella friheten ökade”) by moving parts of these tasks 
into the public sphere. Again, freedom is seen as an end in itself, as opposed to a mean to some 
other good. The quote also touches on another norm present in the party program: that of 
equality. 

A fourth norm present in the party program is one about equality. Many of the quotes already 
quoted above deal with the concept of equality. From the economic elite causing a growing 
inequality in the actors sub-heading to the conservative governments of Sweden widening 
inequality in the plot sub-heading above, plenty of examples of the assumption of equality as a 
good have already been given. Page 20 illustrates what could result from too great 
inequalities:58 ”The gaps between countries are lessening, if slowly, at the same time as the trend 
during a long time has been that income gaps within countries are increasing. In many countries 
it’s about levels so great that they threaten both social cohesion and growth. In Sweden, too, 
inequality has grown since several decades”. Inequality is here not the main problem itself, but 
rather the unwanted consequences of inequality: the loss of social cohesion and growth. Still, 
equality is clearly something (S) believes is desirable. 

Finally, there is, as mentioned before, a strong resistance to market forces present in the party 
program; we have chosen to call this an “anti-market norm”, for lack of a better word. The 
quotes painting the elites of the private sector as villains (see actors sub-heading), as well as the 
quote above outlining the need for democracy as a counterweight to market forces, clearly shows 
this scepticism of market forces, but more examples exist. On page 16, for instance, (S) argues 
that individual actors cannot solve today's challenges.59 In the first sentence of this example, (S) 

57 “Traditionellt har ansvaret för hem och familj varit en fråga för kvinnan och till stor del utförts som oavlönat 
arbete. Den socialdemokratiska utbyggnaden av välfärdsstaten förändrade delvis detta, genom att istället förlägga 
stora delar av denna reproduktion i det offentliga. Det gjorde det också möjligt för alla att ta del av exempelvis 
utbildning och sjukvård, oberoende av inkomst. Det innebar att den individuella friheten ökade för ett stort antal 
människor, både för de kvinnor som inte längre bands till hemmet och för alla de som fick del av välfärdstjänsterna. 
Få saker har betytt så mycket för den svenska tillväxten som utbyggnaden av den generella välfärden.” 
(Socialdemokraterna 2013: 9) 
58 “Klyftorna mellan länder minskar, om än långsamt, samtidigt som trenden under lång tid varit att 
inkomstklyftorna inom länder ökar. I många länder handlar det om nivåer så höga att de hotar både social 
sammanhållning och tillväxt. Även i Sverige har ojämlikheten vuxit sedan flera decennier.” (Socialdemokraterna 
2013: 20) 
59 “Dessa beroenden har alltid funnits, men är starkare idag än tidigare. Det är tydligare än någonsin att svaren på 
samtidens stora utmaningar ligger i det gemensamma. Dessa utmaningar går inte att lösa annat än tillsammans, på 
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is referring back to the previous paragraph through talking about ”these dependencies” (“dessa 
beroenden”), referring to a discussion about the dependency we all have on people we have, and 
never will, meet. The next sentence goes on to claim that “it is more obvious than ever that the 
answers to our time’s great challenges are in the common.”. The next two sentences establishes 
that these challenges cannot be solved in any other way than a common, democratic one, 
explicitly saying that “they cannot be left to neither the individual nor the market” (“de kan inte 
lämnas varken åt individen eller åt marknaden”). Once again the distrust or at least disbelief in 
the market as a force is shown. Page 24, meanwhile, deals with unions and political 
organizations. (S) makes the case that political and unionized organisation always have been 
counterweights to capital (“effektiva vapen mot kapitalintressena”),60 noting that ”Today the 
counterbalances to global capitalism is in a conscious, coordinated political and union effort with 
the support of a strong civil society” (second sentence). The counteracting of capital is thus seen 
as a good in itself, illustrating the anti-market norm. 

Apart from these major norms, a number of lesser norms are present in the party program. While 
technically present, they do not permeate the party program in the same manner as the above-
mentioned norms and will as such not be represented here. 

Identity 

Like the three other parties, (S) acts according to our expectations of both a rule-governed and an 
enterprise association in that they use the past to legitimize their present. Somewhat surprising, 
however, is that (S) does not make extensive use of contrasts to illustrate their identity, but rather 
define themselves as what they are, ignoring the relative identification method of defining what 
they are not. The closest to such a method of identifying themselves that (S) gets is the 
description of market forces and the right-wing conservatives as villains, because it is implicitly 
understood that a party will not work in favour of something they disapprove of. A contrast is 
thus drawn between conservative parties and economic elites on the one hand, and 
Socialdemokraterna and the non-elites on the other, linking (S) as the champion of the masses 
against abuse by the few. 

5.3 Comparisons between the parties 
As expected, all eight parties in the Swedish Riksdag make use of narratives of the past and have 
a version of their own history. The parties also, hardly surprisingly, refer to both history and their 
own history to a varying degree. What is interesting to note, however, is that four of the parties 
((C), (M), (L), and (Mp)) all have between 37 (L) and 49 (C) references to history, with (SD) 
being a slight outlier at 55 references. (S), (V), and (Kd) are major outliers in nominal references 
to history, but the relationship looks very different when adjusting for length of the program. 
Having adjusted the data for length of party program, the "middle of the pack" parties remain the 

demokratisk väg, i många fall över nationsgränserna. De kan inte lämnas varken åt individen eller åt marknaden. En 
gränslös värld i fred och frihet är socialdemokratins långsiktiga mål.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 16) 
60 “Politisk och facklig organisering har alltid varit effektiva vapen mot kapitalintressena. Motvikterna till dagens 
globala kapitalism ligger i ett medvetet, samordnat politiskt och fackligt arbete med stöd av ett starkt civilsamhälle. 
En central del i detta arbete är att i olika internationella organisationer verka för ett globalt ekonomiskt regelverk, 
som bygger på respekt för demokratin, social rättvisa och hänsyn till miljön. Frihandelsavtalen, de internationella 
miljöavtalen och konventionerna om löntagares rättigheter är viktiga redskap.” (Socialdemokraterna 2013: 24) 
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same except for (C), while (Kd) goes from the most references to history to the least. (S) and (V) 
remain outliers and are joined by (C). 

Overall the amount of space dedicated to narratives of the past in the party programs is rather 
low; even (V), who had the most references to history per page when adjusted for program 
length, only had 3.4 references to history per page using our rather wide definition of what 
constitutes history. In the other end of the spectrum, (Kd)'s mammoth 152-page party program 
(excepting the 30-page appendix) delivered less than one reference to history per page when 
adjusted for program length. As we do not have any data to compare our findings to, however, 
we ultimately cannot say whether even the 3.4 references of (V) is a high number or not. 
Compared to the other Swedish parties in the Riksdag it certainly is, but we cannot say anything 
about the figure compared to parties in general. The same is true of the data from the quantitative 
part of our study in general; we cannot use the data to draw conclusions about parties in general 
as we're treading new ground, but our data could prove useful as a point of comparison for future 
studies about parties in other countries than Sweden. 

Regarding the qualitative part, then, all four parties we examined adhered to the need of a party, 
as both a rule-governed and enterprise association, to legitimize their identity in the present 
through the past. (L), (SD), and (S) used more orthodox methods to do so (describing themselves 
as always having represented the values (i.e. norms) they hold today), (Mp) appropriated the 
history of environmental degradation and presented themselves as a force to halt this historical 
process. Thus, the sense of continuity in (Mp) is wholly dependent on trying to counteract an 
historical development in the present. Even (SD) and (V), the two closest parties in number of 
auto-historical references, have 8 and 10 references respectively to (Mp)'s 4, and (SD) create a 
link to the past in a more traditional manner. (Mp) thus becomes somewhat of an anomaly out of 
the four parties we studied in-depth. 

Similarly, all four parties build their identity based not only on what they consider themselves to 
be, but on what they consider themselves not to be. Also similarly, the degree to which the four 
parties studied define themselves in contrast to other parties varies from party to party; (S), for 
example, define themselves by what they want to achieve to a greater degree than they define 
themselves by what they are not. (SD), in contrast, explicitly contrast themselves to their major 
political opponents in rebutting both liberalism and socialism and firmly establishing themselves 
as non-liberal and non-socialist. (L) exists somewhere in between (S) and (SD); they implicitly 
contrast themselves as liberals to everyone else's non-liberalism by virtue of claiming the 
inheritance of the liberal movements of the late 19th and early-to-middle 20th century. (Mp) again 
becomes somewhat of an anomaly due to their unorthodox way of creating their identity vis-a-vis 
the concept of environmental degradation (see above). 

As expected, all four parties used the actors we identified in our theory chapter (villains, heroes, 
and victims), and once again the extent that these concepts were used varied between the various 
parties. (L) made no use of the concept of villain and only one reference to any sort of victim, 
whereas (SD) use a multitude of villains. One unifying theme among the heroes and villains is 
the fact that those portrayed as heroes are those that the respective party believes furthered the 
norms the party considers important in the present, while the villains are those that worked 
against or broke those norms. The victims are generally described in a nebulous fashion, without 
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concretely identifying exactly who was negatively affected by events in the past, in comparison 
to the more concretely defined villains and heroes. 

Some norms are shared between all four parties in our investigations, whereas some are more 
party-specific. For example, all four parties assume that there intrinsic worth in the concept of 
"freedom" (whether they all define freedom the same way is another question altogether...) and 
that it is thus something desirable. Similarly, all four parties agree that democracy is something 
desirable, but for different reasons. (SD), (Mp), and (S) all also use some form of welfare norm 
in their programs, arguing that the state has some sort of stake in the well-being of its citizens, 
although what that stake is and who the citizens are (or ought to be) obviously differ from party 
to party. 
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6. Conclusion 
The gap regarding narratives in Swedish politics is now smaller than before this thesis was 
written; we now know that both the total amount of references to the past and references to the 
pasts of the respective parties vary between the various political parties in the Riksdag, but also 
to what degree it varies. We also know that, in the cases studied in this thesis, the parties we 
investigated make use of narratives roughly in the way our theory chapter would suggest; they 
are bound by the dual need of historical continuity and use narratives to define their identities 
both through what they are and what they are not. The norms of the parties in the present are 
illuminated in the past in order to build a coherent history leading up to the present, but the 
history that these norms are applied to is not necessarily that of the party itself, as the example of 
(Mp) clearly illustrates. 

We have also gained the knowledge of what actors the four parties studied in depth identify in 
their narratives. We now know that (L) made no use of villains at all, while presenting 
themselves and their forbears as the principal heroes. (Mp), meanwhile, identifies several 
different actors as villains without settling on one as a primary villain, while considering 
themselves vanguards for societal evolution. We know that (S) present market forces and 
undemocratic regimes the main villains in their narrative, while (SD) alone out of the four parties 
studied does not present itself as a hero directly, referring instead to other actors as the heroes in 
their narrative. We also know that all four parties in the qualitative part made little or no use of 
victims in their narratives. 

Future research in the field can focus on a variety of concepts; if nothing else our model could be 
applied to the remaining four parties in the Riksdag (which is indeed what we would have liked 
to do if we had no constraints). Similarly, the model could be used on parties in countries other 
than Sweden in order to make comparisons, whether that be between different countries, left- and 
right-wing parties, different democratic systems (studying, for example, if there is a difference in 
party narratives in first-past-the-post and proportional voting systems), or just to establish an idea 
of what number of historical references and self-references parties in general use. 

These results give us an insight in the self-identity of the Swedish political parties. We now have 
slightly better means of understanding the context in which (S), (Sd), (L), and (Mp) make 
political statements, arguments, or suggestions. This understanding of why these political parties 
act the way they do is important for understanding what the parties wants the future to look like, 
and how they want to get there. (L), with a focus on how everything has gotten better throughout 
history, will have a different idea about how society should develop in the future than (S), with a 
focus on how there are parts of the historical development that have been “derailed”. Similarly 
(Mp), with their focus on being a force for change in order to stop environmental destruction is 
going to have a completely different approach to how society should operate than (SD), who 
dislike too rapid or major changes and want to carefully and thoughtfully develop society. If one 
wants to affect society in a certain direction through politics, understanding these differences lets 
one predict with greater accuracy how various political parties will respond to a certain 
suggestion . 
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Finally, the process in which the various actors feature in the narratives could come under greater 
scrutiny. Such an investigation would tie together the actors in the narratives and the plots, 
investigating in what manner the various actors have been responsible for driving the plot(s) 
historically.  
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Appendix 
Political Party Total references to 

history (N) 
References to own 
history (n) 

n/N (Ratio of self-
references to total) 

S 95 15 0.157895 

Mp 43 4 0.093023 

V 79 10 0.126582 

M 39 16 0.410256 

L 37 26 0.702703 

C 49 27 0.55102 

Kd 111 25 0.225225 

Sd 55 8 0.145455 
Table 1: Historical references of the political parties 
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